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Estimation and Planning for Dynamic Robot Behaviors
Abstract
The last several decades has seen the advent and rapid progress of the field of legged robotics. Many
of the early successes in control and estimation of legged robotics came from reducing complex mechanical systems to small physical models that can be reasoned about analytically. The earliest successful walking robots were designed to match the dynamics of these analytical systems as closely as
possible, enabling low dimensional control strategies to be robust when implemented in hardware. As
the mechanical and computational capabilities of walking robots has grown, many of the underlying
physical models used for control, estimation, and planning have remained the same. Modern robots
are physically capable of much more expressive and dynamic behavior than can be captured in the
simple models used for early legged locomotion systems.
In this thesis, I explore techniques in estimation and planning for highly dynamic robotic behaviors
that address the limitations of common assumptions in robotic locomotion.
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0
Introduction

Since the conception of modern robotics it has been a vision of roboticists, science fiction authors,
and technologists to see machines with superhuman abilities propel humanity into the future. Grand
visions of a robotic future see robots conducting space exploration, augmenting physical human abilities, and solving some of the most challenging societal issues that face us today.
Today we see glimpses of this future, robots currently perform useful work in a variety of fields:
working in collaboration with humans in automotive and aerospace manufacturing, accelerating med-
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ical research by automating repetitive tasks in biotech labs, augmenting the abilities of surgeons by
enabling superhuman precision and superfine motor movements, assisting the physically disabled to
walk again, and surveying remote and dangerous locations. We have developed many physically capable robots and robotic hardware continues to progress at amazing rates.
In many cases, the capabilities of modern robots are not limited by the hardware but by the software
and control systems that run them. In order to understand the full potential of our current robots, and
the future of robotics, we must be able to push the physical limits of these mechanisms and understand
how to operate at the boundaries of their capabilities. To achieve this, robots need to be intimately
aware of their own dynamics and the dynamics involved in their interactions with the world. We need
to understand where our dynamic models begin to fail, and how to be robust to the type of model
errors that arise at the boundaries of a robot’s capabilities. This understanding should be reflected
throughout the software control architecture in planning, control, and state estimation.
In this thesis we explore techniques for supporting “highly dynamic” robot behaviors in planning
and state estimation. We discuss techniques for state estimation that is aware of and robust to the
types of model errors that begin to appear in the fast, powerful behaviors that push the boundaries of
a robot’s capabilities. We also discuss techniques for designing the types of behaviors that allow us to
extract the maximum performance from modern robots.

0.1

“Highly Dynamic” Behaviors

There are many ways in which robot behaviors can push the boundaries of and reveal the weaknesses
in common assumptions in robotics. We consider any behavior that operates in a regime that violates
these core modeling assumptions to be “highly dynamic”. During large contact events, the forces between a robot and it’s environment can cause robot links to flex, violating rigid body assumptions and
introducing errors into the kinematic model of the robot. Rich contact dynamics, like intermittent
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sliding, rolling and static contact between a robot and its environment are beyond the scope of many
modern control, estimation, and planning techniques in both locomotion as well as manipulation.
Dynamics on short timescales, in which sensor delays become a dominant factor in closed loop control performance, also expose limitations in many common robotic techniques. We consider all of
these scenarios to be “highly dynamic”.
There are several approaches that we can take to address the limitations of modeling assumptions
in highly dynamic robot behaviors. One approach is to create ever more accurate models of the world,
informing our control systems about the details of the dynamic interactions they will experience, and
to equip them with the tools to perform well in these scenarios. This could include incorporating
richer contact dynamics into our control and estimation schemes, or to design methods to compensate
for delays in our sensors and actuators. High fidelity models can enable robots to operate at extreme
limits as long as there is sufficient information to develop these detailed models, but there are many
scenarios in which uncertainty about the environment limits this approach. An alternative approach
is to incorporate robustness into our control systems, enabling good performance in the presence of
a various types of model errors. This can lead to better reliability, but often at the expense of more
conservative behaviors. Understanding when to increase the fidelity of our models and when to be
robust to model error is a fundamental challenge in robotics.
In this thesis we use both of these approaches to explore how to achieve good state estimation for
highly dynamic behaviors, and we propose solutions for achieving good state estimation performance
in these regimes. We also discuss a technique for using data from human motions to design highly dynamic behaviors to enable a humanoid robot to navigate the complex dynamics involved with bipedal
control.

3

0.2

Thesis Organization

This thesis contains three main contributions.
In Chapter 2 we introduce and explore a full body state estimation framework for full body state
estimation through rigid contact. The estimator that we construct in this chapter contains the contact
model introduced by Stewart and Trinkle 83 for inelastic frictional contact, including the dynamics
of collisions, Coulomb friction, and the maximum dissipation principle for friction between sliding
bodies.
In Chapter 3 we introduce another approach to state estimation in highly dynamic scenarios. By
identifying two large sources of degraded performance in state estimation:
1. Dynamically inconsistent estimates of the floating base and joint estimates during large dynamic events, and
2. Timing errors between various data sources.
We address the first issue by introducing a filter formulation that fuses kinematic odometry with the
centroidal dynamics in order to encourage dynamically consistent state estimates. Then we address the
timing errors by proposing an asynchronous Kalman filter formulation. This asynchronous extension
to the Kalman filter enables the estimator to consume data sources at different rates and with various
delays and reduces to the original Kalman filter when the data sources are synchronized.
In Chapter 4 we consider the problem of planning dynamic, human-like, behaviors for an anthropomorphic robot. Using trajectory optimization techniques we construct a system for synthesizing robot behaviors from human motion capture data. By carefully structuring the optimization
problem—providing certain freedoms and constraints, and posing the cost function in the correct
space—we are able to produce plans that can be executed directly on a humanoid robot, provided a
sufficient controller. We demonstrate this by executing these plans on the Atlas robot from Boston
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Dynamics using the existing Atlas controller without modifications.

5

1
Background

1.1

Plan, Sense, Act

The framework that is often used to solve modern problems in robotics has three major pieces: planning, estimation, and control as illustrated in Figure 1.1. These components may be isolated from
each other or intimately intertwined; they can be simple units or complex systems that have their own
internal hierarchy. Regardless of the complexity of the implementation, this framework has been a
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Figure 1.1: The basic framework for most robotic systems. Before any action is taken a plan is made. During the control

loop the environment is sensed, the plan may or may not be updated, then the robot takes the appropriate action based on
the most recent plan and the current model of the world.

successful tool for developing and describing complex robot software architectures.

1.1.1 Planning
Abstractly, planning includes any heavy computation that cannot be performed in the real-time control loop. The planner has broader context about the long term goal and the high level constraints
that are imposed on the robot. The planner may make high-level decisions by looking far into the
future. This could mean finding a path through unstructured terrain 51 , planning a sequence of contacts with the environment such as footstep planning 65 and generating finger gaits for manipulating
an object 57 , or it could mean coordinating contact forces and shaping inertia shaping for completing
highly dynamic maneuvers.
The purpose of a planner is to provide enough information to a low-level controller so that it can
construct and solve a simpler problem, or series of problems, at a high rate. Planning is often hierarchical and can happen offline (out of the control loop), online in parallel with a higher rate controller,
or it can be done at high rates in the control loop as in the case of model-predictive control (MPC) 16 .
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Depending on the context of the problem being solved, planners may take a variety of forms including graph search algorithms 21,10,48 , numerical optimization algorithms 22 , sampling algorithms 74,43 ,
or a combination of these. Certain data structures may also be pre-computed, as in probabilistic road
map PRMs 45 . Planners may also maintain a separate model, or map, of the world in order to make
decisions at a higher level than the controller 55 . In the age of machine learning, planning may even
start to look more like training: studying training data, playing out various simulations, or analyzing
past experience in order to learn a policy to execute in real time.
In this thesis we will discuss trajectory optimization as a technique for planning coordinated dynamic motions for large, high degree-of-freedom robots. The trajectory optimization techniques that
we will use will rely on solving large nonlinear programs with continuous costs and constraints. We
will specify the goals and requirements of this task through the costs and constraints of this optimization problem.

1.1.2 Estimation
Once a plan has been established, it is the job of the real-time control loop to maintain an estimate of
the current robot state and to execute actions to stay close to the current plan. The estimator should
have enough information about the dynamics of the system and the sensory input necessary to deduce
the state of the robot and pass this information to the controller. It is then the job of the controller to
track the high level plan as close as possible in real time.
Bayesian estimation provides a principled approach to state estimation. Many estimation techniques in robotics build upon the Bayesian estimation framework 87 . Discrete Bayes’ filters are a direct application of Bayesian estimation to discrete state-spaces in low dimensions 18 . Particle filters
are Bayesian approach for representing non-Gaussian and multi-modal distributions in continuous
state-spaces 31 . Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are a popular framework for performing Bayesian
estimation on time series data 9 . When the system dynamics and the sensor models are linear and
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Gaussian, Bayesian estimation gives us the Kalman Filter 44 . If the dynamics are nonlinear, then there
are many proposed extensions to the Kalman Filter including the Extended Kalman Filter, Iterated
Extended Kalman Filter, and Unscented Kalman Filter 92 .
In this thesis we make extensive use of the Kalman filtering framework to describe and derive novel
state estimation techniques.

1.1.3 Control
With a plan and an estimate of the current state of the system, it is the job of the controller to track
the high-level plan in real-time. The timescale of the system dynamics play a large part in the speed
at which the control loop must be closed, and therefore on the computational budget available for
the controller. Simple control schemes, such as proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control can be
evaluated extremely quickly and can be effective for many simple tasks. The model-based cousin of
PID control is the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) and can also be evaluated online in most real time
contexts. In humanoid robotics, typical controllers close the control loop at 100-1000Hz 49 . This is
enough time to compute the inverse dynamics of even large ( 30 degrees-of-freedom) humanoids on
modern CPUs. Model-predictive control (MPC) is also a viable technology for legged robots with
reduced or simplified dynamics models.
Optimal control gives a framework for designing a variety of controllers. Interestingly there are
many parallels between optimal control and optimal state estimation. In fact many optimal control
schemes have an exact duals in probabilistic inference 89 , for example, LQR is dual to the Kalman Filter
and MPC is dual to the Moving Horizon Estimator.
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1.2

Optimization in Robotics

Much of the work discussed herein relies on numerical optimization techniques. Optimization allows
us to search for “intelligent” solutions to problems, meaning that there is no obvious way to incrementally improve upon the solution. Optimization problems, sometimes referred to as mathematical
programs are commonly posed in the form:
minimize

f (x)

(1.1)

subject to

g(x) = 0

(1.2)

h(x) ≤ 0.

(1.3)

x

In general, the more structure that can be posed on a mathematical program, the more efficient it
can be to solve. For example, we rely on quadratic programs (QPs) on this thesis, but also on mixedinteger quadratic programs (MIQPs) as well as more general nonlinear programs (NLPs). Quadratic
programs are relatively “easy” to solve, several commercial and open source QP solvers exist 30,80 and
even moderately sized QPs can be solved quickly inside a real-time control system, whereas research
into efficient mixed-integer programming, including MIQPs, is more recent and solving MIQPs is
usually slower than equally sized QPs, scaling exponentially with the number of integer variables.
NLPs, which we will use in Chapter 4, have less structure than QPs, the costs and constraints are
allowed to be nonlinear, and as a result they are also typically slower than equally sized QPs and can
be unpredictable in timing, therefore typically unsuitable as a critical function inside a control loop.
One detail that is worth noting is the distinction between local and global optimality. While there
is a lot of research dedicated to finding global optima for optimization problems, and we discuss one
such technique in this thesis, for many problems finding globally optimal solution is NP hard. When
we discuss “optimal solutions” in this thesis we are usually referring to locally optimal solutions. In
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many cases local optimality is sensible enough, and in cases in which there are many locally optimal
solutions that don’t provide sensible answers we can often warm start the optimization within the
basin of attraction of a sensible solution.

11

2
Full Body State Estimation through
Frictional Contact

Contact interactions are central to robot manipulation and locomotion behaviors. State estimation
techniques that explicitly capture the dynamics of contact offer the potential to reduce estimation
errors from unplanned contact events and improve closed-loop control performance. This is particularly true in highly dynamic situations where common simplifications like no-slip or quasi-static slid-
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ing are violated. Incorporating contact constraints requires care to address the numerical challenges
associated with discontinuous dynamics, which make straightforward application of derivative-based
techniques such as the Extended Kalman Filter impossible. In this chapter, we derive an approximate
maximum a posteriori estimator that can handle rigid body contact by explicitly imposing contact
constraints in the observation update. We compare the performance of this estimator to an existing
state-of-the-art Unscented Kalman Filter designed for estimation through contact and demonstrate
the scalability of the approach by estimating the state of a 20-DOF bipedal robot in realtime.

2.1

Introduction

Achieving reliable state estimation in the presence of uncertain dynamics and noisy measurements
is a prerequisite for developing robust feedback controllers. This is particularly true for robots that
experience impacts or transitions between static and sliding contact. When these discontinuous events
are not explicitly accounted for, they can lead to large estimation errors and catastrophic failures—
highlighting the need for efficient and practical estimation algorithms that reason about whole-body
contact interactions.
Although state estimation for systems with differentiable dynamics has been studied extensively,
the problem changes dramatically when robots interact with their environment through rigid body
contact. For example, a rigid object colliding with, then sliding across a flat surface is subject to
non-linear manifold constraints, discontinuous changes in velocity, and Coulomb friction. This requires machinery beyond standard recursive estimation approaches such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 91 .
In this chapter, we develop an approximate maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator using ideas
from the constrained Kalman filter 77 and the complementarity constraints proposed originally by
Stewart and Trinkle 83 . Our approach simultaneously estimates the system state as well as the contact
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forces during each update, and guarantees that they are physically consistent with our time-stepping
model of rigid body contact.
We compare this formulation directly to a state-of-the-art Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) 58 using
a simulated example where the UKF fails to describe the qualitative behavior of a single rigid body
system. We also evaluate the proposed filter on a publicly accessible physical planar pushing dataset
and compare estimation performance against motion capture measurements using the Cassie bipedal
robot walking overground.

2.2

Related Work

Traditional approaches to estimation in the presence of rigid body contact, such as locomotion, often
use simplified dynamic models to perform estimation updates. Successful approaches for estimation
on walking robots have used models such as the linear inverted pendulum to perform estimation on
the floating base alone 41,82,93 , while others factor the body dynamics into the floating base and the
joint angles, estimating them separately, and use information from the foot kinematics to help localize the floating base 12,75,95,49,33 . These approaches sacrifice accuracy by ignoring the dynamic interactions between the joints and the floating base, but more importantly they often rely on simplifying
assumptions like no slip at the contact points and the presence of accurate contact sensors to resolve
the active contact mode. As a result, the robot is restricted to conservative behaviors that avoid slipping; violating this assumption quickly causes the filter to fail.
Another approach is to use a hybrid model to perform state estimation 78 , unfortunately the reliance on accurate contact sensors makes the filter sensitive to unmeasured contacts that can cause
large estimation errors. Other work has been done to estimate external forces applied to articulated
rigid body systems, so contact forces can be inferred without direct measurement from a contact sensor 66 . This is a big step towards full body estimation through contact by reasoning about external
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forces applied at arbitrary locations, but doesn’t address the dynamics of contact that are responsible
for producing these forces.
Several estimation techniques have been explored that attempt to explicitly model contact dynamics. For estimation in low dimensional state spaces, Koval et al. developed the Contact Particle Filter
(CPF) 47 and the Manifold Particle Filter (MPF) 46 . The main insight behind the CPF and the MPF
was that contact constrains the dynamics evolve on a lower dimensional manifold of state space (i.e. the
contact manifold). This problem is inherent to sampling-based approaches because the probability of
sampling a lower dimensional manifold is zero, resulting in particle starvation. The CPF gets around
this by sampling from a mixture model over all of the contact manifolds. The MPF takes advantage of
this low dimensional contact manifold to focus sampling efforts, allowing the particle filter to extend
to higher dimensions. Unfortunately, the curse of dimensionality makes the particle filter intractable
as the state dimension grows, because the number of necessary particles grows exponentially with the
state dimension.
To allow the estimation problem to scale to higher dimensions, Lowrey et al. 58 developed a UKF to
perform estimation through contact. The UKF avoids the curse of dimensionality by approximating
the state distribution as Gaussian and uses an efficient representative sample set that grows linearly
with the state dimension. In our experience the UKF fails to accurately describe contact dynamics
for the same reasons that cause particle starvation in the particle filter; it is inaccurate to draw sample
points from a full Gaussian distribution when the dynamics are evolving on a lower dimensional contact manifold. This causes the UKF to sample infeasible states that can produce non-physical behavior.
Figure 2.1 illustrates two situations that cause the UKF to produce poor estimates in the presence of
contact. In practice, the most common behavior is that the UKF produces estimates that are biased
away from the contact manifold.
There have been a few examples of derivative-based approaches to estimation through contact.
Earlier work by Lowrey et al. developed an EKF using a smooth approximation to the contact dy-
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Figure 2.1: Two illustrations of fundamental problems associated with the UKF in the presence of the inequalities associated

with contact. When sample points are generated (a and d) samples are either infeasible or have different contact modes
than the mean estimate. In the first sequence (a-c) the resulting estimate (c) is infeasible even though all of the samples are
feasible. In the second sequence (d-f) the resulting estimate (f) is feasible, but has a contact mode that is different from any
of the individual sample points. In our experience this is the more common behavior, biasing the estimate away from the
contact manifold.

namics 59 . This filter was prone to divergence during contact events because of the large derivatives
involved when approximating the discontinuous dynamics with a smooth model. A more robust approach to derivative-based estimation is based on constrained optimization 77 , which does not sacrifice
the integrity of the model by making a smooth approximation to the dynamics. Xinjilefu developed a
variation of a constrained dynamic estimator for bipedal walking 95 . Xinjilefu’s approach uses contact
sensors on the feet to infer the contact mode, and solves for the estimated state and contact forces with
a quadratic program by assuming that the feet cannot slip. These assumptions limit the use of this filter to conservative walking on robots with contact sensors on the feet, and is not easily extensible to
different domains, e.g. manipulation, where sliding contact is more prevalent.

2.3

Background

The filter we present here is most reminiscent of the constrained optimization work by Xinjilefu 95 ,
but provides a more general framework for estimation through contact and can be applied to arbitrary rigid body systems. In order to develop the Contact Constrained Kalman Filter (CCKF), we
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first describe our model of rigid body contact and the constraints imposed by this model, then we
incorporate these constraints into the constrained Kalman filtering framework.

2.3.1 Contact Constraints
Stewart and Trinkle 83 developed a time-stepping rigid body model for contact as a constraint satisfaction problem. These dynamics compute the state at the next timestep as the solution to a linear
complementarity problem (LCP). This problem can be solved with a variety of techniques such as,
Dantzig’s algorithm 8 , Lemke’s algorithm 54 , PATH 26 , etc. Anitescu and Potra 5 later proved that this
LCP is solvable. These timestepping dynamics form the basis for many popular physics engines including Bullet 20 , Open Dynamics Engine 79 , and Dynamic Animation and Robotics Toolkit 52 . We
reintroduce these constraints and develop their physical intuition here.
We can approximate the continuous dynamics of a rigid body system with a discrete time system
using a semi-implicit Euler update,
)
(
vk+1 = vk + ∆tHk−1 Bk uk − Ck − Gk + JkT λk

(2.1)

qk+1 = qk + ∆tvk+1 ,

(2.2)

where qk and vk are the generalized position and velocity of the system, H, C, and G represent the
mass matrix, Coriolis terms, and gravitational forces, respectively, B maps control inputs to generalized forces, and J is the Jacobian that maps external forces, λ, to generalized forces. In the absence of
contact, λ = 0, so Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are sufficient to compute the dynamics. During contact,
however, we compute λ by considering contact constraints.
The first constraints relate to collisions and the normal force required to prevent interpenetration.
Both the signed distance between two bodies, ϕ(q), and the normal force, λn , must be non-negative.
Furthermore, the contact forces can only be nonzero when two bodies are in contact. These con-
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straints can be written as
ϕ(q) ≥ 0,

λn ≥ 0,

ϕ(q)T λn = 0.

(2.3)

This last constraint says that if the bodies are touching, ϕ = 0, the force is allowed to be non-negative,
λn ≥ 0, but if the bodies are not touching, ϕ > 0, then there can be no contact force between them,
λn = 0. These is known as complementarity constraints and can be written succinctly as
ϕ(q) ≥ 0 ⊥ λn ≥ 0.

(2.4)

Because ϕ is generally a nonlinear function of q, this is a nonlinear complementarity constraint.
For computational reasons we will instead use the linear complementarity constraint
ϕk + ∇ϕ(qk+1 − qk ) ≥ 0 ⊥ λnk ≥ 0.

(2.5)

In addition to non-penetration, we also want to satisfy constraints on tangential friction. Rather
than using the usual second order Coulomb friction cone, we use a polyhedral approximation to the
friction cone, allowing us to remain within the LCP framework. We construct the contact force, λ,
by decomposing it into the normal and tangential components,
λ = nλn + Dβ, β ≥ 0,

(2.6)

where n ∈ R3×1 is the surface normal, and the columns of D ∈ R3×d are unit vectors that positively
span the tangent plane. In practice we use d = 4, but any d ≥ 3 would work where larger values provide a more accurate approximation of the friction cone at the expense of additional decision variables.
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We can then write the polyhedral friction cone constraint as
µλn − eT β ≥ 0.

(2.7)

It is assumed that the tangential friction respects the maximum dissipation principle (i.e. that contact forces are chosen to maximize dissipation of kinetic energy) so the tangential contact force must
be an optimal point for the optimization problem

λt =

arg min

vT J T λ

(2.8)

λt

subject to µλn − eT β ≥ 0
β ≥ 0.

(2.9)
(2.10)

The first-order necessary conditions, i.e. Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, for this problem
can be written as
DT Jv + η T e ≥ 0 ⊥ β ≥ 0,

(2.11)

µλn − eT β ≥ 0 ⊥ η ≥ 0,

(2.12)

where η is a Lagrange multiplier that can be interpreted as the magnitude of the tangential velocity.
Intuitively the first condition enforces that the force of friction opposes the tangential velocity, while
the second condition ensures that there can only be tangential velocity (sliding) when force of friction
is on the edge of the friction cone. Together Equations (2.1-2.2), (2.5), and (2.11-2.12) specify Stewart
and Trinkle’s time stepping rigid body dynamics, and will be the foundation of the filter we develop
here.
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Figure 2.2: Contact constraints that govern rigid body contact dynamics. Left: Non-penetration and positive normal force,

the normal force can only non-zero if the signed distance function,

ϕ, is zero.

Center: Polyhedral friction cone, we can

approximate the Coulomb friction cone with a polyhedral cone. Right: Complementarity between tangential velocity and
tangential friction. There can only be tangential velocity when the force of friction is on the edge of the friction cone.

2.3.2 Constrained Kalman Filter
We can build these contact constraints into a MAP estimator using the constrained Kalman Filter 77 .
Consider the discrete time stochastic system:

xk+1 = f (xk , uk ) + wk
yk = h(xk ) + vk

wk ∼ N (0, Q)

(2.13)

vk ∼ N (0, R),

(2.14)

where x is the state, u is a control input, and y is a noisy measurement. If the prior on x is Gaussian
with mean xk−1 and covariance Pk−1 , then we can compute the mean and covariance of an approximate posterior by linearizing the dynamics, F =

∂f
∂x ,

and the observation function, H =

∂h
∂x ,

and

using the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) updates:
x−
k = f (xk−1 , uk−1 )

(2.15)

Pk− = F Pk−1 F T + Q

(2.16)

−
xk = x−
k + K(yk − h(xk ))

(2.17)

Pk = (I − KHk )Pk− ,

(2.18)
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where K is the Kalman gain.
Because the mean of the Gaussian distribution is also the mode, the observation update (2.17) can
be interpreted as an approximate maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate—up to the linearization of
f (·) and h(·)—that can be computed in closed form because the negative logarithm of a Gaussian
pdf is a convex quadratic function.
This interpretation of the Kalman filter as the MAP estimator allows us to naturally incorporate
dynamic constraints into the filter by writing the observation update as a constrained optimization
problem:
minimize

∆xT P −1 ∆x + (ỹ − H∆x)R−1 (ỹ − H∆x)

(2.19)

subject to

geq (x) = 0

(2.20)

gin (x) ≤ 0.

(2.21)

x

−
where ∆x = xk − x−
k is the state correction and ỹk = yk − h(xk ) is the innovation. If the

constraints geq (·) and gin (·) are linear then this can be solved efficiently as a quadratic program (QP).
This was the approach used by Xinjilefu 95 in developing the estimator for the Atlas humanoid robot.
The technique that we will develop here is similar in spirit, but does not rely on contact sensors to
resolve the active contacts, and allows for dynamic contact interactions such as slipping by taking a
fundamentally different approach to contact.

2.4

Contact Constrained Kalman Filter

The contact constraints developed in Section 2.3.1 suggest that in order to perform state estimation
through contact we need to consider both the state, x, as well as the contact forces, λ. While the
Stewart-Trinkle dynamics compute the contact forces as an implicit function of the state, this mapping
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is discontinuous and cannot be linearized, precluding its use in the EKF framework. To develop the
Contact Constrained Kalman Filter (CCKF) we apply the constrained Kalman filtering approach and
explicitly optimize over both the state and the contact forces.
We can rewrite the discrete time dynamics (Equations 2.1 and 2.2) as




JˆT = 

T
xk = x̂k + Jˆk−1
λk ,

∆t2 H −1 J T
∆tH −1 J T


,

(2.22)

where x̂k is the state of the unconstrained system at time k (capturing the state changes from the
inputs, gravity, etc.) and JˆT maps contact forces to changes in the generalized coordinates. The objective for the optimization function then becomes






T

xk  x̂k 
  −  
λk
0

[

]T
I, −Jˆk−1

(

Pk−

)−1

[

]









xk  x̂k 
I, −Jˆk−1   −  
λk
0

+ (ỹk − Hx ∆x − Hλ λ)T R−1 (ỹk − Hx ∆x − Hλ λ), (2.23)
and the contact constraints become

nJ

0


0

0
DJ
0

  



 
0  qk  ϕ − nJqk−1 
I
0

 n
  


  λk 
  
 ≥ 0 ⊥ 0
E
0
I 
  vk  + 


   ≥ 0.
  


 βk
I
ηk
0
µ̃ −E T

(2.24)

Note that the complementarity constraints separate the decision variables nicely into two sets that
together form a bilinear constraint. These can be loosely interpreted as the primal variables, x, η,
and the dual variables λn , β associated with contact dynamics. Defining these new variables as x̃ =
[
]T
[
]T
T
T
nT
T
and z̃ = λ
we can write down the full optimization problem for the obserx
η
β
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Algorithm 1: The Contact Constrained Kalman Filter
1
2
3
4

initialize x and P ;
f (x) is the unconstrained dynamics from (2.1) and (2.2) with λ = 0;
h(x, λ) is the observation function;
while true do
/* compute the process update with no contact forces

6
7

/* compute the observation update via constrained minimization
8
9
10
11
12

*/

x̂ = f (x);
F = ∂f
;
∂x
−
P = FPFT;

5

end

*/

ỹ = y − h(x̂);
∂h
Hx = ∂h
and Hλ = ∂λ
;
∂x
x, λ = arg min (2.23) subject to (2.24);
P = P − − P − HxT (Hx P − HxT + R)−1 Hx P − ;

vation update concisely as
 T  
x̃
x̃
minimize   Q   − lT
x,z
z̃
z̃

 T
x̃
 
z̃

subject to Ax̃ + b ≥ 0 ⊥ C z̃ ≥ 0.

(2.25)
(2.26)

As we noted, this optimization problem doesn’t require contact sensors to resolve the contact
mode, but information from contact sensors can be naturally incorporated via the contact force dependence in the observation function h(x, λ).

2.4.1 Quadratic Program with Complementarity Constraints
In order to implement the CCKF we must solve the optimization problem defined by (2.23) and
(2.24). This problem is a special case of a quadratic program with complementarity constraints (QPCC).
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In our experiments, we chose to solve this problem via mixed-integer optimization. We can formulate the complementarity constraint by introducing a binary variable, y, that determines which of the
equality constraints are active. This results in the mixed integer quadratic program (MIQP):
 T  
x
x
minimize   Q   − lT
x,y,z
z
z

 T
x
 
z

subject to Ax + b ≥ 0

(2.27)
(2.28)

Cz ≥ 0

(2.29)

y T (Ax + b) = 0

(2.30)

(1 − y)T Cz = 0

(2.31)

y ∈ {0, 1}N .

(2.32)

We solve this MIQP using the commercial optimization package Gurobi 30 that employs a branchand-bound method to find the exact solution. Warm starting the binary variable from the solution at
the previous time step allows the optimizer to quickly prune the branch-and-bound tree. As we show
in our results, this has a positive impact on both the mean and variance of update times.

2.5

Results

We evaluate the Contact Constrained Kalman Filter in three scenarios.
1. We demonstrate the practical shortcomings of the state-of-the-art UKF in a simple single 6DOF rigid body scenario where the UKF fails to describe the system’s behavior, but the CCKF
succeeds.
2. We validate the performance of the CCKF during sliding using examples from a large physical
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planar pushing dataset.
3. We demonstrate that the filter scales to more complex systems by evaluating estimation and
timing performance on a 20-DoF physical biped.
The filter parameters for each of these experiments are detailed in Table B.1. Because the UKF doesn’t
successfully capture the behavior of the simple toy example in the first experiment, we do not use the
UKF as a baseline in subsequent experiments. For example, in the planar pushing experiment the UKF
predicts states that are non-planar, hovering above the pushing surface, whereas the CCKF correctly
predicts planar states.

2.5.1 Simulated Data
One predicted advantage of the CCKF over the comparable state-of-the-art UKF approach 58 is that
the UKF tends to produce non-physical behavior near the contact manifold (Figure 2.1) while the
CCKF handles inequalities arising from the contact manifold by optimizing over a truncated Gaussian. To compare the performance of the proposed filter and the UKF on a simple system, we evaluated both filters on simulated data of a rectangular prism rotating and falling onto flat ground. We
approximated the sensor data that would be obtained from system with an IMU and visual or proprioceptive sensors by generating noisy position, gyroscope, and accelerometer measurements. Since
both approaches use a different formulation of rigid body dynamics, we chose a simulator that uses
neither. Forward simulation was performed using a compliant contact model in Drake 86 that approximates rigid body contact but allows for slight interpenetration according to a user specified Young’s
Modulus. In our experiments we used all of the default parameters except for the friction coefficients
for which we used µ = 1.0 to be consistent with our implementation of the UKF. Both filters used
the same parameters, operating at 100Hz. The covariance parameters R and P0 were chosen to reflect
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the true measurement noise and initial state error, while Q was chosen so that both filters converged
to steady state before the first contact event.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the performance of both filters from 20 randomly initialized state estimates
for a single forward simulation. The UKF performs well up until the second collision, at which point
the contact manifold constrains two degrees of freedom, corresponding to at least two infeasible sigma
points, and the filter begins to diverge. After the brick has settled, we can see that the state estimate is
biased above the ground, away from the contact manifold. The CCKF, however, shows good tracking
performance throughout the entire trajectory.

Figure 2.3: Simulation results of a brick falling on flat ground. Top: the CCKF accurately estimates the brick trajectory

through the contacts, while the UKF struggles near the contact manifold.

2.5.2 Planar Pushing Dataset
In order to demonstrate the performance of the filter during frictional sliding, we evaluated the filter
on the PUSH dataset, a planar pushing dataset collected by the MCube lab at MIT 97 . This dataset
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contains pose data of various shapes being pushed on a number of surfaces. While many of the pushing
examples from this dataset involve only quasi-static motion, which does not highlight the full capability of this filter, there are a number of examples of aggressive pushing where the object continues
to slide after contact with the manipulator is broken.
We selected the most aggressive (largest acceleration) pushes of the rect1 object, a rectangular object, on delrin, which was reported to have the most consistent coefficient of friction of the surfaces
used in the dataset (0.14 ± 0.016). Detailed geometric and inertial parameters for this object are
provided with the dataset. The coefficient of friction was set to the experimentally reported mean.
We ran the filter on pose data that was corrupted with zero mean Gaussian noise. The filter parameters were empirically chosen to maximize the filter performance, except for R which was chosen to
reflect the true added measurement noise. Figure 2.4 illustrates the filter performance on an example
sliding trajectory. When the coefficient of friction is set correctly the filter exhibits good performance,
correctly estimating the time at which the object comes to rest. When the friction coefficient is too
large the velocity estimate to drops to zero prematurely, and when the friction is too small the estimate overshoots the true state. The observation update is able to correct the position and orientation
for all examples with zero steady state error, except in the frictionless example where the dynamics are
sufficiently different.
It is interesting to note that while the observation update is able to correct errors in the position,
it cannot correct the velocity estimate because it is not directly observed. Figure 2.4, illustrates that a
misspecified model, such as incorrect friction, can produce velocity trajectories that are inconsistent
with the position trajectories. Such inconsistencies may be improved with a richer measurements
that are able to inform the velocities in the observation update, or a longer filter horizon that can use
multiple sequential position measurements to inform the velocity estimate.
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Figure 2.4: The mean state estimates from an example sliding trajectory with various coefficients of friction.

µ = 0.14

has the best agreement and was the mean coefficient of friction reported with the experimental data.

2.5.3 State Estimation for a Biped
To demonstrate that this filter scales to complex robots, we collected data using a Cassie bipedal robot
walking in two scenarios: a scenario that is indicative of stable walking on flat ground and a scenario
where we lubricated the walking surface, causing the robot to slip.
Cassie has 20 degrees of freedom (DOF): 6 DOF arise from the floating base, 10 DOF in the joints
are directly actuated, and the 4 remaining DOF are stabilized with stiff springs. Additionally, each
leg contains a kinematic loop that are represented as additional constraints in the filter. We used the
inertial parameters and the spring constants provided by the manufacturer. Cassie is outfitted with a 6axis IMU and 14 joint encoders that measure the position and velocity of the joints. The prepackaged
software provides an orientation estimate from the IMU, but does not log the accelerometer data, so
we used the orientation estimate as a sensor in our experiments in lieu of the underlying accelerometer
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data.

Walking
The walking experiment was conducted in a motion capture studio to gather ground truth position
data. The robot walked around the motion capture studio for approximately 5 minutes, then onboard
sensor data was synchronized in time with the motion capture measurements.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the performance of the estimator during a typical step and over a large step
sequence. Starting from a 20 random initial conditions we can see that the filter converges reliably to
the true state within one step. The 30 second walking sequence demonstrates that the filter maintains
good performance through many contact mode changes.
On a large robot like Cassie, the filter operates at an average of 174 Hz. Although the underlying
optimization problem is an MIQP, the contact mode changes much more slowly than the filter update
frequency, so we can achieve fast performance by warm starting the contact mode in the optimization
problem using the solution from the last time step. This allows the optimizer to quickly prune the
branch-and-bound tree and arrive at the globally optimal solution in fewer iterations. Figure 2.6 illustrates the advantage of warm starting the optimization with the last contact mode.

Slipping
Estimation while walking in ideal scenarios—e.g., where the probability of slipping is very small—is
important, but it is also critical to maintain good state estimation during unplanned slipping events.
To test the performance of the estimator in a highly dynamic contact scenario we lubricated one of the
feet of our bipedal robot to encourage slipping. We executed a nominal walking controller that does
not implement slip-recovery, causing the robot to fall on the first step. We compare the performance
of the CCKF against the performance of a more traditional walking estimator based on the estimator
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Figure 2.5: The filter running on a Cassie series robot in a motion capture lab. Top: an example of a 30 second walking tra-

jectory, we see good agreement between the motion capture data and the filtered estimate. Bottom: the filter performance
during a typical step, starting from a 20 random initial estimates. Note that most of the initial estimates that underestimate
the height are immediately corrected to the true height, preventing penetration with the floor. The one example that does
not immediately track the correct height has a corresponding pitch/roll error that keep the feet above the ground.

developed for the Atlas robot during the DARPA Robotics Challenge 49 .
For safety we conducted this test while the robot was attached to a harness outside of the motion
capture lab. As a result we can only make qualitative comparisons between the filter results and a video
of the experiment. However, these results clearly show that the walking estimator that relies on a noslip assumption quickly accumulates large errors in floating base position, whereas the CCKF correctly
predicts that the stance foot will slip while the floating base has minimal lateral motion. Repeating
the slipping experiment while varying the orientation of the approximate friction polyhedron used by
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Figure 2.6: The timing distribution for the filter running on Cassie walking data. Warm starting tightens the timing distri-

bution and significantly decreases the mean update time.

the filter produces virtually indistinguishable estimation results.

2.6

Conclusion

We developed a constrained Kalman filter as an approximate MAP estimator for rigid body systems
with frictional contact and evaluated its performance in several simulated and physical estimation
tasks. In addition to addressing some fundamental problems that arise from sample-based estimators, our results suggest that the filter performs well through sliding and collision events. We also
demonstrated scalability of the algorithm, despite its non-convexity, by estimating the state of a 20DoF bipedal robot in realtime.
Although the filter demonstrates good empirical performance, we provide no theoretical guarantees on the convergence. In fact, it is not difficult to generate examples in which the discontinuous
contact events produce multimodal distributions that may cause the filter to diverge. This can be
caused in situations where two bodies narrowly avoid a collision or when contact forces approach the
friction cone. In such a scenario it may be desirable to represent multimodal belief distributions or to
estimate the distribution over contact modes in a similar fashion to the Contact Particle Filter 47 . In
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Figure 2.7: Top: Video frames at key moments of the slip. Middle: The state estimated by the CCKF. Bottom: The state

estimated by a filter that factors out the joints from the floating base and uses a no-slip assumption at the feet.

practice, it may be possible to solve the problem of multimodality by having sufficient measurement
power. For example, even if a contact event causes the prior distribution to become multimodal, the
right information from the sensors during the likelihood update can allow the filter to choose the
correct mode.
It is also worth noting that although we show good empirical performance when solving the optimization problem described by (2.23) and (2.24), the number of contact modes grows exponentially
with the number of contact pairs. This suggests that for a larger number of contacts the problem may
become intractable, and different solution methods for solving the QPCC should be considered.
Another limitation of the CCKF is that it assumes knowledge of the geometry and frictional prop-
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erties of contact with the environment. Even in cases where local contact geometry can be accurately
measured, it may be necessary to estimate the coefficient of friction online. In fact, recent work has
demonstrated that even in controlled environments it may not be valid to assume that the coefficient
of friction is constant, but rather that it should be treated as a random variable that follows some
distribution 97 . An alternative approach would be to use a dual estimator to estimate the contact parameters, such as friction and geometry, simultaneously with the state. Recent work has shown that
many popular contact models lack the descriptive ability to describe phenomena such as back-spin 25
and data-driven contact models can significantly outperform purely theoretical approaches 24 .
Estimating the contact mode is a crucial part of performing good control during dynamic motions.
Often times there is no direct measurement of the contact mode, in which case an approach, like the
CCKF described here, can be critical. Occasionally accurate information about the contact mode
is available and estimation error is no longer dominated by uncertainty in the discrete contact state
but by other sources of model error. These scenarios have different requirements to consider when
designing a filter.
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3
Centroidal Dynamics Priors for State
Estimation in Legged Robots

In the previous chapter, we described an extension of the Kalman Filter that incorporates contact constraints and can be solved by introducing binary variables representing the contact mode. This
reduces the problem to a mixed integer quadratic program (MIQP) that can be solved using special-
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ized commercial solvers 90 . In this chapter we present an estimation algorithm that addresses other
sources of error that tend to dominate during highly dynamic motions like aerial maneuvers. In particular, we address inconsistencies between the measured kinematics and the centroidal dynamics of
the robot, as well as the effect of sensor delays that can negatively impact estimator performance. To
address the inconsistent kinematic estimates, we propose a filter that uses the centroidal dynamics as
a prior to inform the floating base estimate. We also introduce an Asynchronous Kalman Filter algorithm to address sensor delays and measurements that can occur at different rates. We demonstrate
the performance of this filter in hardware for a variety of behaviors on the Boston Dynamics Atlas
robot, ranging from static behaviors, such as single-leg balancing, to highly dynamic behaviors such
as a backflip. We show improved performance of this filter against a common estimator architecture
that estimates the floating base state and the centroidal state sequentially, and we demonstrate the
importance of correctly handling sensor delays during highly dynamic behaviors.

3.1

Introduction

In practice, contact dynamics are one of many considerations that are necessary to address during
highly dynamic behaviors. Other sources of estimation error during dynamic behaviors can include:
compliance in the robot skeleton, compliance in the environment, delays in sensor data, large impulses
and their subsequent transients, instabilities in low-level control as the effective inertia of certain joints
change quickly, and changing actuator limits as we push the robot to the limit of the design specifications. As a robot approaches its dynamic limits, the larger these sources of error become, and the
more important it is to have robust state estimation.
In our experiments we have identified two additional sources of degraded performance that have
proven to be particularly troublesome for closed loop control during dynamic behaviors:
1. disagreement between kinematic measurements and the dynamics of the robot—large forces
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can cause rigid member to flex or deform—and
2. measurement delays during highly dynamic events, including takeoff and landing during jumps—
when the timescale of the dynamics are on the same order of magnitude as the timing delays
the filter struggles to correctly resolve fast events.
In this chapter we address these two sources of error in state estimation by proposing modifications
to existing techniques for estimation in legged robotics. We demonstrate the practical performance
improvements of the proposed filter for a variety of dynamic behaviors on the Boston Dynamics Atlas
robot, including some behaviors that we were previously unable to perform on the robot because of
poor state estimation performance.

3.1.1 Kinematic and Dynamic Consistency
One important source of estimation error during highly dynamic behaviors is the disagreement between various models of the system. A notable example is the disagreement between our kinematic
and dynamic model of the robot during dynamic behaviors.
Controllers for legged robots often require good estimates of the center-of-mass position and the
momentum, i.e. the “centroidal state”, of the robot. It is critical that state estimation provides estimates of these quantities that are consistent with the centroidal dynamics of the robot. Many of
the legged locomotion estimators proposed in the literature rely on IMU data and kinematic measurements in order to estimate the floating base state of the robot 12,75,33,34,32 . The floating base state
(position, orientation, and velocity), in addition to the position and velocity measurements from the
joint encoders, is then enough to fully specify the complete state (position and velocity) of the robot.
From this estimated state a controller can compute derived quantities such as the center-of-mass position, linear and angular momentum, and end-effector locations.
Problems can arise when errors in the floating base filter propagate to these derived quantities in
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ways that are dynamically inconsistent. For example large joint torques and contact forces can excite
compliant modes in the robot’s joints. Since this compliance cannot be measured with joint encoders,
the error in position and velocity is directly propagated to the estimated momentum. If the estimator
has no knowledge of the dynamics of the system it can produce largely non-physical estimates of the
linear and angular momentum.
Consider the backflip scenario outlined in Figure 3.1. As the robot’s legs push against the ground
with forces many times the robot weight, compliance in the joints introduce an error in the robot
kinematics. Right at takeoff the foot forces drop to zero and excite compliant modes in the leg joints
as well as instabilities in the low-level joint position control.
Using the kinematic model of the robot to derive the center-of-mass trajectory results in centerof-mass velocities that are inconsistent with the dynamic model of the robot. Figure 3.2 shows the
center-of-mass velocity derived from the kinematics during the backflip. This derived center-of-mass
velocity is extremely noisy during takeoff and landing, rendering it unusable for control. Without a
model of the robot dynamics there is no mechanism to correct these errors. A common remedy is to
use the kinematic estimate of the center-of-mass as a signal in a second estimator that contains a model
of the centroidal dynamics of the robot 76,7 . This can produce more physical center-of-mass estimates,
but comes at the cost of inconsistencies with the original floating base estimate.
These inconsistencies can pose a problem for closed loop control, not only because of the error
that is introduced into the estimate, but because the downstream controller may use components
from both the floating base estimate as well as the momentum estimate. Large inconsistencies in these
two estimates may violate assumptions in the downstream controller.
To resolve these inconsistencies we propose a state estimation framework that allows the centroidal
dynamics of the robot to inform and compensate for errors in the robot’s kinematics.
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Figure 3.1: The backflip is an example of a dynamic behavior in which large forces can cause the dynamic and kinematic

models of the robot to be inconsistent. During takeoff and landing unmeasured compliance in the leg joints cause kinematic
errors which can easily be propagated to non-physical CoM and momentum estimates.

Figure 3.2: The forces and center of mass velocity implied by the kinematics during the backflip. There are large errors of

both the center of mass velocity as well as the momentum derivative near takeoff and landing. Furthermore the center-ofmass velocity drifts around non-physically during flight.

3.1.2 Sensor Delays
Another source of estimation error during dynamic behaviors is sensor delays. During highly dynamic
events, such as takeoff and landing jumps, large spikes can occur in various measurement sources, such
as the accelerometer and the force sensors. A state estimation system that is robust to outliers is likely
to reject large spikes in the measurements, unless they are consistent with each other. For example, a
spike in the accelerometer data is likely to be rejected if it cannot be explained by similar spike in the
contact forces, and vice versa. Therefore impulses that are delayed relative to each other are both likely
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to be rejected by state estimation. However, if data is aligned consistently in time then the filter will
have the context to incorporate the impulse into the state estimate correctly.
At the end of this chapter we discuss an efficient method for incorporating multiple data that may
be delayed relative to each other in an asynchronous fashion. We then show that accounting for the
delays in this manner significantly improves state estimation for highly dynamic behaviors.

3.2

Related Work

Many legged robots use a momentum based control framework where control is performed on the
center-of-mass, linear, and angular momentum of the robot 40,41 . This can significantly simplify the
control problem by reducing the dimensionality of the state space as well as the control space and enables sophisticated control techniques such as model predictive control (MPC) for robots with many
degrees of freedom 23 . Despite the focus on momentum based control, there has been less focus on
momentum based estimation for legged robots.
Most examples of momentum estimation first require an estimate of the floating base state, which
can be used with the kinematics, to compute the center-of-mass and momentum. Some initial work
in center-of-mass estimation used some of the same simplified dynamics models that are popular for
control of legged systems 81 , such as the Linear Inverted Pendulum Model (LIPM) 42 . While these
simplified dynamics models provide computational benefits, they don’t capture the full dynamics
of the system which can be limiting as behaviors begin to violate the assumptions of the simplified
models.
More recent approaches to state estimation have instead used the full centroidal dynamics in order
to estimate the center-of-mass and momentum states. Bailly et al. proposed a complementarity filter
approach that uses force data along with kinematic data in order to compute an estimate of the centerof-mass and the angular momentum rate 7 . Rotella et al. construct an Extended Kalman Filter that
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estimates momentum using the full centroidal dynamics using sensed contact wrenches and the data
from an upstream floating base estimator 76 . Piperakis et al. take a similar Kalman filtering approach
to the work by Rotella but construct a filter that takes as input just the normal component of the
contact force and estimates the shear forces separately 70 . Each of these filtering approaches rely on
first obtaining a floating base estimate from an isolated upstream estimator.
The most popular estimation framework for legged robots is based on kinematic integration of the
IMU, augmented with contact locations in the world to correct for velocity drift 12 . Since this seminal
work in state estimation for legged locomotion by Bloesch et al. extensions have been proposed for
robots with more complex foot geometries 75 . There has also been work to formulate the state of the
filter as an element of a Lie group, and uses a special invariance of the filter dynamics on geometry of
the group to build an Invariant Kalman Filter 32 . This filter has error dynamics that are independent of
the state space and has significantly better convergence properties than the original Extended Kalman
Filter, but has some limitations on the forward dynamic model of the filter. Still other work augments
a version of the filter proposed by Bloesch with visual odometry measurements to correct for drift
in the position estimate 34 . This work introduces the idea of “preintegrated” IMU data in order to
manage the large discrepancies between the rate of IMU data and the rate of visual data and solve the
state estimation problem on a factor graph.
Floating base estimation is popular because the sensor suite for most legged robots typically includes an inertial measurement unit (IMU) in the base link. This IMU gives direct measurements of
the time evolution of the base frame, and Bloesch et al. provide a good way to correct for velocity
drift using the kinematics. As a result, most estimation pipelines first use an isolated floating base
estimator to estimate the pose and velocity of the base link, from which the center-of-mass and momentum can be derived. This is a convenient choice for designing a filter, but results in an estimation
framework that either operates on different representation of the state than then control framework,
or requires a separate downstream estimator to estimate momentum. Furthermore, kinematic inte-
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gration of IMU and kinematic data, doesn’t incorporate the same dynamic model of the system as the
control framework. In the presence of noisy kinematic data, this can mean center-of-mass and momentum estimates that are largely non-physical according to the dynamics model used by the control
system, or inconsistent with the floating base estimate.
In this work we propose an extension to the filter first proposed by Bloesch et al. that uses the centroidal dynamics in addition to the IMU kinematics and contact dynamics. By using the centroidal
dynamics as a prior for the filter, we can maintain a centroidal state estimate that is more consistent
with the floating base state, and more physically consistent than in estimation frameworks that estimate the centroidal state separately from the base state.
In addition to the joint estimation of the floating base state and the momentum state, we demonstrate that sensor delays can play a large part in state estimation error highly for dynamic behaviors.
While there has been extensive research on handling actuation delays for teleoperated robots 67,37,4,19 ,
much of the work on measurement delays in the robotics literature comes from aerial, nautical and
submarine navigation, where latency in GPS or sonar data must be managed in real time. One approach to managing the measurement delays is to maintain a linearization of the dynamics back in
time from the state when the measurements were taken to the current system state. This allows the
filter to use measurements taken in the past to correct the current state estimate 50 . Another, similar,
approach outlined by Van Der Merwe et al. is to augment the filter state with the state at the correct
time in the past, so that the observation function can operate on the past state, and the filter uses the
“time delayed cross-correlation” between the current state and the past state to inform the current
state according to changes in the past state 63 . A third approach is to maintain an estimate of the state
in the past and roll forward the measurements from the delayed state to the current state at each time
a new state estimate is computed.
While the time delayed cross-correlation approach from Van Der Merwe avoids computing multiple filter updates at each time step, the original filter assumed that there are is only one delay of interest.
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If this filter was to be generalized for N different delays, each from different sources of data, the state
would need to be augmented by N copies in the past. Because the filter update includes a matrix inverse (or at least a linear solve) the computational complexity would grow as O(N 3 ) with the number
of delays. We introduce a general Asynchronous Kalman Filtering algorithm that is based on maintaining a single state in the past and rolling forward the available measurements during each update.
This algorithm grows in linear time with the number of delays and applies to arbitrary asynchronous
data.
The proposed filter at the end of this chapter estimates the floating base state and centroidal state
simultaneously from a series of asynchronous measurements. We show that both consistent centroidal
estimation and proper handling of sensor delays are necessary to produce good state estimates for
highly dynamic behaviors.

3.3

Modifications to the Kalman Filter

Before we introduce the estimator we first make two modifications to the traditional Kalman Filter
algorithm. The first allows us to respect the geometry of rotations and orientations natively in the
Kalman Filter framework. The second generalized the idea of the observation model, which we will
call the innovation model.

3.3.1 Handling Rotations and Orientations
It is important to take special care of representing orientations in the Kalman filtering framework.
There has been some work on Invariant Kalman Filtering 13 to extend the Kalman filter to general Lie
groups, such as SO(3). The Contact Aided Invariant Kalman Filter, for example, takes advantage of
the log-linear nature of rotational kinematics in order to develop more accurate Kalman filter updates.
In this work, however, we introduce a novel method for handling the special geometry of rotations that
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is flexible to arbitrary formulations of the Kalman filter.
The fundamental problem with representing orientations in the original Kalman filter, is that orientations don’t occupy a vector space. When the states are vectors, they not only support linear operations such as addition and scalar multiplication, they also live in the same space as their derivatives,
making it natural to linearize functions that operate on vectors.
Rotations and orientation, however do not occupy vector spaces, so the normal vector operations
such as addition, scalar multiplication, and differentiation must be generalized. Furthermore all singularityfree representations of orientations, such as unit quaternions, have more than three coordinate values,
despite only having three degrees of freedom. The derivatives of orientations however can be represented as three dimensional vectors that can be added, subtracted and multiplied by scalars.
We would like to represent orientations as unit quaternions, because they are a computationally
efficient and singularity-free representation of orientation that are easy to normalize, but we would
like the derivatives of the orientation to be expressed as three-dimensional vectors in the appropriate
tangent space of unit quaternions. In order to achieve both properties we track two quantities for each
orientation in the belief state : a quaternion representing the global orientation of a frame, and a local
rotation vector representing the orientation in local coordinates centered on the global quaternion. In
each of the Kalman filter updates, we treat the global quaternion as fixed, and make the updates with
respect to the local rotation vector. After an update occurs, we can recover a particular orientation by
applying the local rotation vector to the quaternion that it is centered around:
q̊(θ) = q̊ ⊗ exp(θ),

(3.1)

where ⊗ is the quaternion product and exp(·) is the exponential map, mapping a rotation vector to
its corresponding quaternion representation. This allows us to treat the global quaternion as a constant and take derivatives with respect to the local rotation vector, affording us both the singularity-
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free nature of quaternions and meaningful three-dimensional derivatives corresponding to the three
rotational degrees of freedom. This technique is not limited to the work described here but can be
used whenever it is necessary to take derivatives with respect to a quaternion. In the Kalman filtering
framework, this has the additional benefit of maintaining meaningful rotational distributions. Since
the derivatives are expressed in the tangent space of unit quaternions at the global orientation, the
uncertainty is also expressed in this tangent space. Allowing us to maintain a three-dimensional covariance corresponding to the three rotational degrees of freedom. After each Kalman filter update,
we “recenter” the global orientation estimate so that q̊next = q̊(θ) and θnext = 0. This ensures that
the local rotation vector stays near the origin and is well behaved.

3.3.2 Generalizing the Observation Innovation
The second extension to the Kalman Filter that we propose is a generalization of the observation update. The conventional Kalman filter describes the observation update in terms of observations, y and
expected observations , ŷ(x). The error, or “innovation”, between the actual and expected observations is computed as part of the update step z = y− ŷ(x). This definition of the innovation, however,
requires a one-to-one mapping between sensor measurements and the observation models. We find
this formulation to be unnecessarily restrictive. For example, if to use the joint angles to “observe”
the error between the IMU position as tracked by the IMU state, and the IMU position as computed
from the floating base state and the encoder measurements, then the innovation is three dimensional
but the actual measurement of the joints has many more dimensions.
To allow for observation models in which the measurements have a different dimensionality than
the innovation, we propose an observation update that specifies an innovation function, h(·), directly
and propagates the measurement uncertainty through the innovation model. Rather than computing
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the innovation in the normal way,
z = y − ŷ(x) + ϵy

ϵy ∼ N (0, R),

(3.2)

we compute the innovation directly,
ϵy ∼ N (0, Ry ), ϵh ∼ N (0, Rh )

z = h(x, y + ϵy ) + ϵh

(3.3)

The only other modification to the Kalman filter observation update is to augment the typical measurement covariance, R, with the measurement noise that is propagated through the linearized innovation model:

R = Rh + Hy Ry HyT ,
where Hy =

∂h
∂y .

(3.4)

We can see that this generalizes the definition of the innovation, because it reduces to

the original innovation computation in the special case that h(x, y) = y − ŷ(x), and Ry + Rh = R.

3.3.3 Noisy Process Model Inputs
Several of the process models that we will present later have inputs that are measured from sensors.
For example the center-of-mass velocity model integrates forward measured forces to generate the prior
estimate at the next time step. We make a simple modification to the original EKF by modeling noise
in the process model inputs.
ϵx ∼ N (0, Qx ), ϵu ∼ N (0, Ru ).

xi+1 = f (xi , ui + ϵu ) + ϵx
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(3.5)

Similar to the innovation models described above, we propagate the noise through the linearized dynamics, yielding the modified process noise covariance

Q = Qx + F R u F T .

(3.6)

These extensions to the original Extended Kalman Filter give us a way to naturally handle rotations and orientations, a variety of generalized observation models, and provides significantly more
flexibility when tuning the filter.

3.4

Joint Estimation of the Floating Base and Centroidal State

Rather than estimating the floating base state and then using the implied momentum from the kinematics and joints, or a filtered version of the momentum. We propose estimating both the base pose as
well as the momentum jointly. This allows the centroidal dynamics to inform the base pose estimate,
and results in more consistent estimates of the floating base state, the kinematics, and the centroidal
state.

3.4.1 Estimator State
The class of filters first described by Bloesch et al. 12 , typically consist of a state that describes the floating base frame and velocities as well as a state describing the contact location or a full contact frame,
as in Rotella et al. 75 or Hartley et al. 34 . We build off of this work by adding the center-of-mass, and
the momentum as states to the filter. Adding the centroidal state allows us to use the centroidal dynamics of the robot as a prior to inform the time-evolution of the other states that we are interested in,
providing robustness to measurement errors that can occur during highly dynamic behaviors such as
illustrated in Figure 3.2. Additionally we generalize the filter by adding additional states estimating the
state of each of the IMU frames (positions and velocities). In total the filter consists of four types of
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State

Symbol Description
pb
Base position in the world Frame
θb
Base orientation as a rotation vector in local coorBase
dinates around a global quaternion, q̊ b
b
v
Base linear velocity in the world frame
b
ω
Base angular velocity in the base frame
imu
p
IMU position in the world frame
θimu
IMU orientation as a rotation vector in local coordinates around a global quaternion, q̊ imu
IMU(s)
v imu
IMU linear velocity in the world frame
ω imu
IMU angular velocity in the IMU frame
ω
b
Gyro bias in the IMU frame
ba
Accelerometer bias in the IMU frame
c
Contact Point(s)
p
Contact point position in the world frame
com
p
Center-of-mass position in the world frame
Centroidal
v com
Center-of-mass velocity in the world frame
L
Angular momentum in the centroidal frame
Table 3.1: The states used in the Kalman filter described here.

sub-states: the floating base state, the IMU state(s), the contact point state(s), and the centroidal state.
The details of filter states including the coordinate frames in which they are expressed are outlined in
Table 3.1. Certain states are more convenient to express in some coordinate frames than others. The
coordinate frames that we consider are: the world frame, the base frame, the IMU frame(s), and the
centroidal frame, a frame that is axis-aligned with the world frame but centered at the center-of-mass
of the robot.
Many of the walking estimators described in the literature assume there is a single IMU in the base
link of the robot, or they choose the base frame of the robot to be coincident with the IMU frame, in
which case it is unnecessary to maintain two separate estimates of the IMU frame and the base frame.
We generalize this framework to allow for a variable number of IMUs. As result, it is convenient to
keep a separate estimate of the base frame, in addition to the IMU frame(s), in order simplify the
Kalman filter updates.
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3.4.2 Process Models
Since we may not have a direct measurement of the acceleration or angular velocity of the base, the
process model for the base state is to maintain the current velocities and to integrate forward the position and orientation of the base. Since this is a poor model of the actual time evolution of the base
velocities, the covariance associated with the velocity update is large to reflect the large amount of
uncertainty in this model.
ϵp ∼ N (0, Qp )

(3.7)

ϵθ ∼ N (0, Qθ )

(3.8)

vi+1 = vi + ϵv

ϵv ∼ N (0, Qv )

(3.9)

ωi+1 = ωi + ϵω

ϵω ∼ N (0, Qω )

(3.10)

pi+1 = pi + vi ∆t + ϵp
)
(
θi × ωi
θi+1 = θi + ωi +
∆t + ϵθ
2

We then rely on the IMU measurements and the joint positions and velocities to correct the error
introduced in the dynamics of the floating base.
The process model for each IMU integrates forward the position and orientation of the IMU,
similarly to the floating base state. We also integrate forward the linear velocity using the measured
accelerations, and we copy the measured angular velocity to the IMU state. If the angular velocity
measurement is particularly noisy, another option here is to use the measured angular velocity as an
input to a discrete time low-pass filter at the risk of introducing bias into the angular velocity measurement. Finally, the IMU bias states are propagated forward in time with Gaussian noise, reflecting the
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assumption that these bias states drift around in a random walk 29 .

pi+1 = pi + vi ∆t + ϵp
(
)
θi × (ωi + bωi )
ω
θi+1 = θi + (ωi + bi ) +
∆t + ϵθ
2

ϵp ∼ N (0, Qp )

(3.11)

ϵθ ∼ N (0, Qθ )

(3.12)

vi+1 = vi + q̊(θi ) ⊗ (a + bai )∆t + ϵv

ϵv ∼ N (0, Qv )
a ∼ N (ameas , Ra )

(3.13)

ωi+1 = ω

ω ∼ N (ωmeas , Rω )

(3.14)

bωi+1 = bωi + ϵb,ω

ϵb,ω ∼ N (0, Qb,ω )

(3.15)

bai+1 = bai + ϵb,a

ϵb,a ∼ N (0, Qb,a )

(3.16)

The contact point process model provides the prior that contact points are not moving in the world
frame. As noted in Bloesch et al. 12 this prior on the time evolution of the contact points allows for
a small amount of slip or compliance with the ground without causing degraded filter performance.
The magnitude of the relative motion with the ground that is expected with this prior is determined
by the covariance on this process model, Qcontact ,
ϵ ∼ N (0, Qcontact ).

pi+1 = pi + ϵ
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(3.17)

The centroidal process model reflects the centroidal dynamics of the system.

pi+1 = pi + vi ∆t + ϵp


∑
1
f j + mg  ∆t + ϵv
vi+1 = vi + 
m

ϵp ∼ N (0, Qp )

(3.18)

ϵv ∼ N (0, Qv )

j

Li+1



∑
= Li + 
τ j + (rj − pi ) × fij  ∆t + ϵL

j
f j ∼ N (fmeas
, Rfj )

(3.19)

ϵL ∼ N (0, QL )

j
j
τ j ∼ N (τmeas
, Rτj )
j
rj ∼ N (rmeas
, Rrj )

(3.20)

Where (τ j , f j ) is the wrench on body j at the location rj . In our experiments we choose rj to be
the center of pressure of the feet, or the location of the 6 axis force sensor on the hands. Also note
that we choose to track the center-of-mass velocity rather than the linear momentum. This approach
makes the dynamics less susceptible to errors in the mass model when there are no external forces on
the robot, such as during the flight phase of jogging or during jumps.
While the process models described here use a forward Euler integration scheme. Other integration
schemes could potentially allow higher precision and, as a result, smaller process noise covariance.
In equations 3.7-3.20 the superscripts b, imu, c, and com have been omitted for clarity.

3.4.3 Observation Updates
The observation update encourages agreement between the various states of the filter, and the observations. In this step, the filter gains information from the observations: the joint angles, the contact
state (in contact or not in contact) and propagates this information to the rest of the states as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The Kalman filter observation update can be interpreted as a message passing
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Figure 3.3: The three innovation models encourage consistency between the base state and the IMU state(s), the base state

and the contact point position and velocity, and the base state and the centroidal state.

step in a graphical model. In this way the various sub-states not only inform the base state, but they
inform each other through the base state.

Innovation Models
Recall from Section 3.3.2 that we can generalize the usual Kalman Filter observation update by computing the innovation directly, rather than first computing the expected observation. The proposed
filter contains three sets of innovation models: the IMU innovation, specifying that the IMU state
should be consistent with the base state, the contact position innovation, specifying that the contact
position and velocities should be consistent with the base state, and the centroidal innovation, specifying that the centroidal state should be consistent with the base state.
The pose and velocity of the base should be consistent with each of the IMUs, through the forward
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kinematics:
zpimu (pb , θb , pimu , q j ) = pb − pimu + q̊(θb ) ⊗ b pimu
zθimu (θb , θimu , q j ) = log(b q̊ imu ⊗ q̊(θimu )∗ ⊗ q̊(θb ))

(3.21)
(3.22)

zvimu (θb , θimu , v b , v imu , q j , v j ) = v b − v imu − q̊(θb ) ⊗ (b pimu × ω b + b Jvimu v j )

(3.23)

zωimu (θb , θimu , ω b , ω imu , q j , v j ) = ω b − q̊(θb )∗ ⊗ q̊(θimu ) ⊗ ω imu − b Jωimu v j .

(3.24)

Where b pimu is the position of the IMU relative to the base expressed in the base frame and b q̊ imu is
the rotation from the IMU frame to the base frame as a function of the joint coordinates. Similarly,
b J imu
v

and b Jωimu are the Jacobians mapping joint velocities into the linear and angular velocity of the

IMU expressed in the base frame.
The position of the contact points should be consistent with the base state and the kinematics, and
the velocity of the active contact points in the world frame should be zero:
zpc (pb , pb , q j ) = pb − pc + q̊(θb ) ⊗ b pc
zvc (θb , v b , ω b , q j , v j ) = v b + q̊(θb ) ⊗ (b pc × ω b + b J c v j ).

(3.25)
(3.26)

The center-of-mass, center-of-mass velocity, and the angular momentum should be consistent with
the base state and the kinematics:
zpcom (pb , θb , pcom , q j ) = pb + q̊(θb ) ⊗ b pcom − pcom
zvcom (θb , v b , ω b , vcom , q j , v j ) = v b + q̊(θb ) ⊗ (b pcom × ω b + b J com v j ) − v com
zL (θb , v b , ω b , q j , v j ) = L − Lcom (q̊(θb ), v b , ω b , q j , v j ),

(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)

where b pcom and b J com are the center of mass and center of mass Jacobian in the body frame, and
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Lcom (·) is the angular momentum about the center of mass.

3.5

Asynchronous Kalman Filter

One critical component in real-time state estimation is proper handling of sensor delays and asynchronous data. It is particularly necessary to manage data synchronization when the relevant dynamics
of the system occur on the same timescale as the sensor delays. For example, in our backflip experiments, large forces at takeoff excite compliant modes in the legs at a period of 9ms and collisions on
landing last 15ms. In contrast, IMU measurements are approximately 9ms delayed from the kinematic data from the encoders, which are available almost immediately. Failure to synchronize the
IMU data and the join encoder data can result in observation updates with large inconsistencies, for
example, in the angular momentum implied by the IMU, the kinematics, and the integrated contact
forces. The problem arises any time the sensor delays are on a similar timescale as the dynamics.
In order to ensure the data is synchronized properly we make a few assumptions:
1. Data from any single source arrives in order. So once we get a timestamp, we can be sure that
no older data will arrive later.
2. Data pertaining to a single measurement, or dynamics update arrives at the same time. That
is, any dynamics or observation model that requires sensor data has all of the data available at
once with a consistent timestamp. This is usually easy to satisfy because each state/observation
usually comes from just a single sensor or type of sensor (e.g. the IMU, or the force sensors).
Using these two assumptions we can devise a system for applying observation and dynamics updates
in a consistent order.
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3.5.1 Independence of Dynamics Updates
One interesting thing to note is the commutative property of dynamics updates in the Kalman Filter.
Suppose the dynamics of two states are independent of each other, i.e. they can be written down in
the form:

x1i+1 = f 1 (x1i ) + ϵ1
x2i+1 = f 2 (x2i ) + ϵ2 .
Then the corresponding linearized dynamics will be block diagonal. Since the dynamics are independent, the mean updates clearly commute, but conveniently the covariance updates also commute:





T
 A1

 A1 0 
AP AT + Q = 
P 
0 A2
0

 
 I 0    A1
=
 
0 A2
0







0  Q1

+

AT2
Q2
 
 
 

 
0 AT1 0 Q1  I 0  0

+
 
+

P 
0 I
0
0 AT2
Q2
I

= A2 (A1 P AT1 + Q1 )A2 + Q2 .
This allows dynamics updates to be applied at variable rates relative to each other while maintaining
the uncertainty propagation of the original extended Kalman filter. Note that the dynamics update
affects more than just the diagonal block of the covariance associated with the sub-state, but it affects
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the entire row and column of the belief state covariance associated with that state:












P12  AT1

0  Q1 
A1 0 P11
A1 P AT1 + Q1 = 

+


0 I
P21 P22
0 I
0


T
A1 P11 At + Q1 A1 P12 
=
.
P21 ATt
P22
So when performing a dynamics update it is insufficient to simply update the mean and corresponding
diagonal block of the belief state. Furthermore, only updating the corresponding diagonal block is not
a good approximation to the dynamics update because if the linearized dynamics have any negative
eigenvalues, then it is possible for the covariance to become indefinite and cause instabilities in the
filter.
Unlike the dynamics update, no such commutative property exists for the observation updates.
Since the belief state covariance is dense in general, any information that is gathered about a single
sub-state informs all other sub-states. This means that states must be synchronized before observation
updates can be applied, ensuring that the all states have consistent timestamps.

3.5.2 Applying Asynchronous Updates
In order to ensure that updates are applied in a consistent order in the presence of delays, we first
enqueue all timestamp-data pairs as they become available. Note that from the commutivity of independent dynamics updates, data that is used in dynamics updates, such as IMU data or contact force
data, can be applied asynchronously with respect to other dynamics updates, but cannot be applied
out of order with the observation updates. Similarly, in order to maintain consistency, observation
updates must be performed in order with respect to all other updates. Furthermore, since we make
no assumption about the duration of the longest delays in the data, we cannot apply any update un-
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til we are certain that the associated data has an earlier timestamp than all of it’s dependent updates.
This means that dynamics updates can be performed any time there is at least one observation in the
observation queue and that observation has a later timestamp than the dynamics data. Observation
updates, however, can only be applied when all of the data queues are full and the observation data
has the earliest timestamp. From these insights we can write down the conditions under which certain
updates can be applied while maintaining consistency of the filter:
1. Condition 1 Dynamics updates can be applied as long as there is at least one element in all of the
observation queues, and the timestamp for the data in the corresponding input queue precedes
the timestamps for the observation data.
2. Condition 2 Observation updates can be applied as long as there is at lease one element in all
other input and observation queues, and the timestamp for the observation data precedes the
timestamp of all other data.
3. Condition 3 Partial dynamics updates can be applied any time the timestamp for the data in
the corresponding input queue precedes the timestamps for the observation data.
4. Condition 4 Observation updates can be applied any time the timestamp of the observation
data precedes the timestamp of all other data.
It is important to note that it is possible for one of these conditions to be false and then become true,
so it is not sufficient to sequentially perform all of the dynamics updates then all of the observation
updates. One possible implementation of the full Asynchronous Kalman Filter is sketched in Algorithm 2.
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3.6

Results

We evaluated the performance of the estimator on the Atlas robot from Boston Dynamics. We compare the filter against a filter that estimates the floating base and the centroidal state sequentially, illustrated in Figure 3.4. This sequential filter first estimates the floating base state by combining information from the IMU, the kinematics, and the active contact locations to generate a floating base
estimate. Then from the floating base estimate, the center-of-mass position and momentum are computed from the kinematics and filtered to drive the error of the centroidal dynamics to zero.
The sequential filter has been used successfully on Atlas for years while performing a range of walking, jumping, jogging, and balancing behaviors. During particularly dynamic behaviors, however, the
filter performance showed some undesirable artifacts that had to be compensated for on a case-by-case
basis in the estimation layer as well as the control layer. These issues included:
1. Inconsistencies between the estimated centroidal state and the centroidal dynamics. This is
particularly apparent during flight when gravity is the only force acting on the robot and the
derivative of momentum should be equal to the force of gravity.
2. Large artifacts and oscillations in the estimate during and immediately following large force
events, such as takeoff and landing.

3.6.1 Filter Performance
To test the proposed filter performance against the sequential filter, we performed a number of behaviors on hardware including: a backflip, a 180 jump, a jump in place, jogging, and a single legged
balance. In lieu of ground truth data for these behaviors, we consider two key metrics:
1. the RMSE between the force estimate and the derivative of the momentum estimate, and
2. the RMSE of the centroidal state derived from the kinematic estimate.
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Figure 3.5 illustrates the dynamic and kinematic consistency of the two filters during the backflip,
which involves the fastest rotations and the largest forces out of the behaviors we evaluated. These
data illustrate that the proposed filter has much better agreement with the centroidal dynamics, and
very little difference in terms of kinematic consistency. This suggests that the proposed filter strictly
outperforms the sequential filter. Table 3.2 enumerates the errors for the filters in the behaviors listed.

3.6.2 Joint Estimation with Timing Compensation
We hypothesize that timing delays are a large source of error during behaviors involving large accelerations. To investigate the importance of handling asynchronous data properly, we compare the filter
in simulation with and without the Asynchronous Kalman Filter procedure. The uncorrected filter
simply gathers the available data and applies the usual dynamics and observation update using the
most recent available data during each control loop regardless of how the data may be delayed. The
corresponds to data synchronization errors of 6ms. We compared the performance of the two filters
on a simulated backflip, representing a highly dynamic behavior, as well as a simulated one-legged balancing behavior. The results of this experiment in Figure 3.6 indicate that timing compensation is an
important part of good estimation performance during highly dynamic behaviors, but less important
for quasi-static behaviors.

3.7

Discussion

3.7.1 Implementation Details
There are some implementation details that we have used to improve the performance of the proposed filter. These optimizations are not strictly necessary for the filter to perform well, but empirical
evidence has demonstrated improved performance as a result of these modifications.
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Gain Scheduling
In practice we see large contact velocity errors during mode transitions. This is a result of compliance
in the ground during large force events. As a result, we introduce a simple form of gain scheduling on
the contact velocity measurement. At the beginning of the contact transition we set the measurement
noise on the contact velocity observation to some large number Rinit then at each timestep we update
the measurement covariance towards a steady state value of Rfinal using a discrete time low-pass filter
with filter constant of α



R
Ri =

if contact at i

init



αRi−1 + (1 − α)Rfinal

otherwise.

The value of alpha can be tuned to fit the decaying noise associated with the contact velocity, as
demonstrated in Figure 3.7.

Contact-Dependent Covariance
In our experiments the force measurements from from a separate force estimation system that fuses
the joint torques and the strain gauges in the feet to estimate a 6-DOF force torque estimate. Because
of the details of the sensor construction topology, however, the force estimation performs much better
when the feet are flat than when only the toe is in contact and the foot is pitched relative to the ground.
We address this by having separate force covariance terms for flat-footed contact modes and toe contact
modes.
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Structured Contact Wrench Noise
Since our upstream force estimation provides an estimated center-of-pressure that we use for the contact points, we can be fairly confident that only the normal component of the force moment is nonzero but we can be less certain about the value of the contact torque in the normal component. Similarly our force estimation is much better in the normal direction than in the tangential direction. To
incorporate this knowledge into the filter we specify the measurement noise for the contact wrench
in the foot frame centered at the center-of-pressure and we use different measurement covariances for
the normal and tangential components of the contact force and torque.

3.7.2 Limitations and Potential Extensions
One limitation of the experiments performed here is the lack of consideration for slipping or other
unexpected contact mode transitions. In these cases unmodeled slipping may cause errors in the prior
model of the contact point dynamics, and unmeasured contact forces may cause errors in the centroidal dynamics model. In scenarios where slipping is expected it may make sense to explicitly estimate the contact mode as in Varin et al. 90 . Another common technique for robustness in these
scenarios is to reject observations with low likelihood, as described in 62 . Slipping, for example can
be detected when there are large persistent errors in the kinematic odometry observation. This corresponds to situations when the IMU and measured contact forces, and joint angles imply that the
contact point has moved in the world frame. In this case rejecting contact position and velocity measurements that have small likelihoods may be a useful technique in order to mitigate estimation error
during a slipping event, during which the IMU becomes the primary means of kinematic odometry.
Furthermore this gives the controller potentially useful information in order to, for example, transition into slip recovery.
Another limitation of the filter is its sensitivity to unmeasured forces. This can happen in environ-
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ments with complex geometries where unexpected contacts are common, or during full body manipulation tasks where the robot plans to interact with the world using links that aren’t instrumented
with the appropriate force sensing. These disturbances can lead to poor state estimates by propagating poor centroidal estimates to the floating base. There has been some prior work on external contact
estimation for legged robots, such as Flacco et al. 27 or Manuelli et al. 61 , and there is a potential opportunity to use these ideas to augment the proposed filter to be more robust to unmeasured external
forces.

3.8

Conclusion

In this chapter we described a filter that addresses many of the practical considerations required to
enable highly dynamic behaviors on real robots. This includes performing joint estimation of the
floating base state as well as the centroidal state of the robot, as well as careful consideration for timing
delays from sensors and asynchronous data sources. We demonstrate the proposed filter in hardware
and show improved performance over a previous state estimation system for highly dynamic situations.
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Algorithm 2: The Asynchronous Kalman Filter
1
2
3

while true do
enqueue_all_new_input_data(input[i])∀i ∈ {1 . . . Nin }
enqueue_all_new_obs_data(obs[i])∀i ∈ {1 . . . Nobs }
/* Perform all available updates.

while Condition 1 for any input[i] or Condition 2 for any obs[i] do
for i ∈ {1 . . . Nin } do
while Condition 1 for input[i] do
update_dynamicsi (bel_i, input[i].pop())
end
end
for i ∈ {1 . . . Nobs } do
while Condition 2 for obs[i] do
update_obsi (bel_i, obs[i].pop())
end
end
end

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

/* Copy the belief state and perform partial updates.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

*/

end

bel_partial = bel
input_start_idx[i] = ∀i ∈ {1...Nin }
obs_start_idx[i] = ∀i ∈ {1...Nobs }
while Condition 3 for any input[i] or Condition 4 for any obs[i] do
for i ∈ {1 . . . Nin } do
while Condition 3 for input[i] do
update_dynamicsi (bel_partiali , input[i].peek_and_advance())
end
end
for i ∈ {1 . . . Nobs } do
while Condition 4 for obs[i] do
update_obsi (bel_partiali , obs[i].peek_and_advance())
end
end
end
input[i].reset_start_index(input_start_idx[i]) = ∀i ∈ {1...Nin }
obs[i].reset_start_index(obs_start_idx[i]) = ∀i ∈ {1...Nobs }
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*/

Figure 3.4: A rough outline of a typical sequential momentum estimation framework, vs the proposed joint estimation ar-

chitecture. The main difference is that the estimation of the momentum and floating base state happen simultaneously.
The proposed architecture also supports multiple IMUs and separately estimates the IMU and base states.
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Figure 3.5: The linear momentum estimate during a backflip on hardware with the proposed filter in the loop. The consis-

tency with the centroidal dynamics (left) is much better with the proposed filter than with the sequential filter. The kinematic agreement (right) shows little difference between the two filters, suggesting that the proposed filter strictly outperforms the sequential filter.

Force vs Momentum Rate (N)
Sequential Filter Proposed Filter
Backflip
114.1
47.3
Single Leg Balance
15.9
14.6
Jump In Place
57.2
28.4
Style Jump
90.9
32.0
180 Jump
40.4
23.3
Jogging
63.8
24.9
Jogging over Boxes
105.3
32.8
Behavior

CoM Velocity Error (m/s)
Sequential Filter Proposed Filter
0.154
0.126
0.013
0.018
0.052
0.047
0.113
0.109
0.057
0.055
0.097
0.093
0.145
0.134

Table 3.2: The centroidal and kinematic inconsistencies between the two filters during various behaviors. The RMS dis-

agreement between the center-of-mass velocity as derived from the kinematics vs the center-of-mass velocity from the
filter output is roughly the same between the two filters. The RMS difference between the rate of change of linear momentum and the measured forces, however, is much better in the proposed filter than in the sequential filter for dynamics
behaviors. Highly dynamic behaviors, such as the backflip, style jump, and box jogging, have significant improvements in
terms of dynamic consistency. Quasi-static behaviors, such as the single legged balance benefit less from the proposed filter.
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Figure 3.6: The error in the center-of-mass velocity estimate during a backflip (left) and walking gait (right) in simulation.

The filter accumulates significant error during highly dynamic motions, such as takeoff and landing in the backflip. During
less dynamic behaviors, such as walking, the center-of-mass velocity error is almost identical between the two estimators.
The discrepancy between the Asynchronous EKF and the uncorrected estimator illustrates the vital importance of accounting for asynchronous data sources, especially during highly dynamic behaviors.

Figure 3.7: The innovation associated with the contact velocity immediately after contact, as well as the ±1 standard de-

viation associated with the gains. By gain scheduling from R

= 1 × 10−1 to R = 1 × 10−3 we can closely match the

noise profile of the contact velocity.
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4
Designing Behaviors from Motion Capture
with Trajectory Optimization

In addition to estimation, planning is a critical component for effective robot control. For humanoid robots, we can use an existing understanding of our own kinematics and dynamics in order to
design robot behaviors. In this chapter we demonstrate that we can leverage human motion capture
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data to design both quasi-static and dynamic behaviors for humanoid robots. We use a layered trajectory optimization approach to progressively build a sequence of optimizations that project the style
and function of the human behavior onto the kinematics and dynamics of the robot skeleton. This
layered optimization approach allows significant improvements to the robustness of the optimization
convergence. With the appropriate structuring of the re-projection cost, and By taking special care
of the behavior around important dynamic events, such as contact transitions, we demonstrate that
the resulting behaviors can be successfully tracked by the robot in hardware. This pipeline for designing motion capture data allows for rapid development of dynamic robot behaviors with natural
human-like style.

4.1

Introduction

One goal for humanoid robotics is to design and control behaviors that are both highly dynamic and
preserve a natural, human-like aesthetic. Humanoid robots that can perform dynamic tasks at or
above human levels would allow robots to navigate environments, use tools, and leverage infrastructure that has been designed for humans. Meanwhile preserving a human-like aesthetic while performing these tasks has the potential to encourage confidence in people working near, or in collaboration
with humanoid robots, even taking advantage of subtle cues in body language to communicate information about a robot’s intentions. The ability to synthesize behaviors that are both highly dynamic
while also maintaining a natural quality of movement has the potential to change the way that humans
and robots collaborate.
One method for designing dynamic robot behaviors is to use trajectory optimization with hand designed costs and constraints 72 . This allows engineers the freedom to control and constrain the aspects
of a behavior in order to make it robust on hardware. This approach can generate highly dynamic motions that can be successfully executed on a robot in hardware with high reliability, but can require
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significant engineering effort and often results in artificial looking behaviors.
Another approach is to use sophisticated animation tools to design motions and imbue them with
a natural, human-like quality and then attempt to track these motions in hardware. Professional animators and modern animation tools have become astoundingly effective for designing expressive and
emotive motions for virtual characters. Animators can make virtual characters glide smoothly around
space, performing amazing dynamic feats with incredible expressiveness and emotion. In order to be
successfully executed on a robot, however, these animated motions must be dynamically consistent.
Designing behaviors that are both stylistically interesting as well as dynamically feasible is a challenge
that can restrict the animator in non-intuitive ways, and would likely require the help of custom animation tools to aide an animator in ensuring that that behaviors are physically feasible.
A third alternative is to combine the dynamic feasibility that trajectory optimization provides, with
the expressiveness that can be achieved with an animated behavior. By using animation or motion capture data to provide the structure of a trajectory optimization problem, we can leverage the creative
expressiveness of an actor or animator and the dynamic consistency of trajectory optimization to produce motions that are expressive and physically consistent. If the kinematics and dynamics of a human
or animated character are close enough to those of a robot, it may be possible to generate a dynamically feasible trajectory while maintaining the idiosyncrasies of the original motion. This approach
need not be restricted to humanoid robots, but could be applied to any robot topology that is easily
animated.
In this chapter, we describe a trajectory optimization pipeline that takes human motion capture
data and retargets it onto the kinematics and dynamics of a humanoid robot. Then we demonstrate
that these behaviors can be tracked by an existing model-predictive controller. This framework allows
us to quickly generate a variety of behaviors, static and dynamic, that look more natural and expressive
than an engineered trajectory and are more dynamically consistent than a raw animated trajectory.
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4.2

Background

Some of the earliest work in retargeting a motion from one character onto the kinematics of another
begin the computer graphics community. Gleicher described a method for kinematic retargeting between two characters with the same kinematic topology but different link morphology (link lengths,
joint positions, etc.) using nonlinear optimization 28 . Lee and Shin built on this by describing a computationally efficient method for performing a similar kinematic optimization, allowing the design
process to occur at interactive rates 53 . Popovic and Witkin took this kinematic retargeting a step further by considering a simplified dynamic model and taking the dynamics into account during the
kinematic reprojection 71 .
There has been a significant amount of work to synthesize new motions from motion capture
demonstrations. Kovar et al. developed a method for building a graph of motion primitives from a
corpus of motion capture data 48 . Once the motion graph is build, realistic looking motions can then
be generated by walking this graph. Arikan and Forsyth similarly developed a method for efficiently
searching over motion graphs generated by motion capture data 6 . This allows interactive synthesis of
natural looking human motions according to constraints specified by the designer. Brand and Hertzmann learn stylized motions from motion capture data by posing style learning as an unsupervised
learning process on a hidden Markov model 14 . Li et al. describe “motion textures” that add a notion of style to motion graphs by modeling transitions between primitives as a stochastic process and
using motion capture data to learn distributions over these transitions 56 . Motion matching is a technique similar to motion graphs used in animation and video games for controlling characters using
a database of character motions 15 . Holden et al. recently developed a technique called Learned Motion Matching 36 for motion synthesis by replacing the expensive queries involved in motion matching
with learned functions and training the algorithm on large databases of character motions.
In addition to style, it is important in robotics for synthesized motions to be physically sound. One
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way to guarantee that a motion is dynamically feasible is to simulate a simple character controller and
extract the resulting motion from the dynamic simulation. Some of the earliest work for generating
physically consistent whole-body motions of actively controlled characters was pioneered by Raibert
and Hodgens 73 . Raibert and Hodgens demonstrated the effectiveness of using control of simulated
characters in order to generate physically realistic motions for animation by proposing simple controllers for simulated bipeds and quadrupeds. Since then, a number of other control techniques have
been proposed for generating character motions in simulation. Yin et al. introduced SIMBICON
which is a simple planar bipedal walking controller that is surprisingly robust to various terrain 96 .
Zordan et al. describe a technique for using PD control to track the upper body motion from motion
capture, while using a center-of-mass controller for balance 98 . Abe and Popovic later enabled more
coordinated full-body control using a multi-task inverse dynamics control framework 2 and then extended the controller to become aware of friction constraints 1 .
This early work on simulation-based control, however, relied on simple controllers such as balancing, jumping, and walking controllers, limiting the scope of behaviors that a character is able to
track in simulation. Furthermore each of these approaches require a skilled animator to work within
the constraints of the framework in order to attempt to generate natural human-like motions. More
recent work in the graphics community has overcome this limitation using reinforcement learning
in order to generate physically realistic policies from human demonstration 11,68 . By learning controllers from demonstration, it’s possible to specify additional control objectives, other than balance
or stability, without manually designing a controller. One notable example is DeepMimic by Peng et
al. 68 . DeepMimic used a motion capture data to design a model-free reinforcement learning problem
that generated robust policies to allow simulated characters to track dynamic behaviors. This purely
model-free approach was effective in simulation and maintained much of the expressiveness of the
original character.
Despite the success in tracking learned policies in simulation, it is still difficult to transfer these
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policies successfully onto real robots. The process of transferring policies learned in simulation to
the real world is colloquially known as the Sim-to-Real problem and is the subject of much ongoing
research 69,39,84,17 for both locomotion and manipulation as well as other fields of robotics, such as
perception, where it is possible to produce synthetic data 88 . Some notable successes of Sim-to-Real
transfer exist for quadrupedal robots 84 . Tan et al. demonstrated that policies learned in simulation
could be transferred directly onto a quadrupedal robot 84 using good system identification, accurate
models of latency, and domain randomization to learn robust policies. Hwangbo et al. demonstrated
that it was possible to learn the actuator dynamics of a quadrupedal robot in order to enable sim to
real transfer of learned policies 38 . There have been a few examples of learning locomotion policies on
bipeds 94 , but none of them have achieved there is still a large gap between the expressive and dynamic
policies demonstrated by Peng et al. and those that have been successfully executed on a bipedal robot.
In addition to simulation-based techniques, optimization based techniques have also allowed designers to generate physically consistent behaviors for animated characters. Optimization based methods allow the designer of a behavior to specify the goals of a character. Mordatch et al. describe a
trajectory optimization approach to highly dynamic contact rich behavior using a simplified model of
physics 64 . Tassa et al. later used a smooth contact model in order to perform trajectory optimization
on the full rigid body dynamics of simulated characters 85 . Al Borno et al. described a sample-based
trajectory optimization technique that optimized over time-varying PD controllers in order to synthesize contact rich motions through rigid body dynamics 3 . Posa et al. devised a nonlinear optimization problem with complementarity constraints to enable contact-implicit trajectory optimization
through a rigid contact modal 72 . Manchester et al. then enabled similar contact-implicit trajectory
optimization with higher-order integration schemes by using ideas from discrete variational mechanics 60 .
Few of the techniques for synthesizing motions for humanoid robots result in behaviors that are simultaneously highly dynamic, physically feasible, and posses a natural human-like aesthetic. For those
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techniques that have been able to achieve all three of these qualities, it has been difficult to transfer
highly dynamic behaviors from animation or motion capture onto a human scale bipedal robot. In
this work we demonstrate that it is possible to use trajectory optimization tools to transfer highly dynamic motions from motion capture or animation onto a physical robot. We design a pipeline to produce dynamically-feasible trajectories from animation or motion capture while maintaining stylistic
similarities to the reference. Then we track the dynamically feasible motion on the Boston Dynamics
Atlas robot using an existing multipurpose controller. To our knowledge, this is the first experimental
example of using human motion capture data to generate and track highly dynamic trajectories on a
physical robot.

4.3

A Trajectory Optimization Pipeline for Motion Capture

In order to develop behaviors for a humanoid robot from human motion capture that is reliable and
easy to tune, we propose a trajectory optimization pipeline that can project the kinematics and dynamics of motion capture data onto a robot. This pipeline uses a successive optimization approach,
using the results of simpler optimization problems in order to inform and warm-start progressively
more sophisticated optimization problems. Our general approach is outlined in Figure 4.1, and has
four steps:
1. We begin by designing a kinematic projection by taking each frame of the motion capture data
and projecting it onto the robot skeleton.
2. Using the trajectory from step 1, we solve a kinematic trajectory optimization problem with
the same re-projection costs and additional constraints to ensure that the end-effector contacts
are consistent with the environment.
3. To generate an initial guess for the forces and torques required to track this kinematic trajectory,
we solve a modified inverse dynamics problem for subsequent pairs of velocities.
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4. With the kinematic trajectory and the inverse dynamics solution, we initialize and solve an
optimization problem that uses the full robot dynamics, including torque limits and friction
constraints. This last optimization produces a problem that should, in theory, be physically
realizable on the robot.
A key component to our approach is that we reuse the structure—costs and constraints—of previous
optimizations, and layer on additional costs and constraints to the optimization problem in each successive step. By maintaining the structure of previous problems we can be confident that the initial
guess is optimal for at least some subset of the costs and constraints. This allows the optimization of
more sophisticated problems to converge more reliably.
It can be difficult to pose this trajectory optimization problem in a way that an optimizer can find
a good path through the solution space and arrive at a reasonable solution. So in order to get reliable solutions from the NLP solver we take care to warm start as many variables as possible. The
initial kinematic retargeting step initializes the full kinematic trajectory optimization, which in turn
initializes the full dynamic trajectory optimization, along with the forces computed during the inverse
dynamics routine.

4.3.1 Contact Annotations
Before performing any retargeting or trajectory optimization we first manually annotate the contact
state. In our experiments we consider three contact states for each foot: flat foot, toe-off, and no
contact. The behaviors that we considered in our experiments only contained foot contacts that were
limited to these three contact modes.
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Figure 4.1: A high level diagram of the pipeline that projects motion capture onto the kinematics and dynamics of the robot.

4.3.2 Kinematic Retargeting
The first step in the pipeline is to retarget the data from the human motion capture subject onto the
kinematics of the robot. The 28 degree-of-freedom robot skeleton has far fewer degrees of freedom
than the human body, particularly in the spine, the shoulders, and the feet. This means that we cannot
generate a one-to-one correspondence between the configuration of the motion capture data and the
robot configuration. Instead we solve an inverse kinematics problem to minimize the error between a
set of corresponding points on the robot’s skeleton and on the human body, as well as the orientation
error between certain links on the robot skeleton and links in our model of the human body.
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In addition to the re-targeting costs we add a small regularizer against the solution from the previous
frame, to encourage joint level smoothness between frames. We also add the robot joint limits, as well
as a quaternion norm constraint on the base quaternion of the robot:
minimize

j
fref
(qj ) + wreg ||qj − qj−1 ||2

subject to

qj

qj

joints

∈ [qmin , qmax ]

quat 2

||qj

|| = 1

(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)

We solve this nonlinear least squares problem for each frame in the motion capture data to produce a
full kinematic trajectory for the behavior.
Critically, the coordinate frames in which the position and orientation errors are computed can be
strategically chosen in order to allow certain freedoms in the motion. For example, most of the errors
are computed in the torso frame, allowing the robot to translate and rotate with little cost. In contrast,
the end-effectors that are in contact with the world have associated costs that are specified in the world
frame; this allows us to capture the details of the interaction between the robot and the world. A full
description of the correspondences and their costs can be found in tables B.3 and B.4. We also have the
freedom to introduce additional constraints on the kinematics of the robot during this step allowing
us to, for instance, discourage self-collisions or avoid kinematic singularities that may cause problems
in a downstream controller. In our experiments it was particularly important to avoid singularities in
the legs that can cause numerical instabilities in the downstream inverse dynamics controller.

4.3.3 Kinematic Trajectory Optimization
The sequence of kinematic poses that is generated by retargeting the motion capture data frame by
frame isn’t guaranteed to be kinematically consistent with the surrounding environment. In particu-
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lar, we need to ensure that the contacts with the world are consistent. In general the retargeted poses
will have links that should be in contact with the environment, such as the feet, but with contact locations that are in penetration with or hovering near the contact surface while drifting around aphysically. Additionally the trajectories of the end-effectors that are labelled as not in contact may not be
collision free. In order to mitigate these inconsistencies and generate a cohesive trajectory that has
consistent contacts, we impose contact constraints on each frame, and between successive contact
points. These constraints specify that contacts points that are active should be in contact with the
environment, and points that are active in successive frames should not move relative to each other:

ϕi (qj ) = 0

(i, j) ∈ Scontact , (i, j + 1) ∈
/ Scontact

(4.5)

pi (qj ) = pi (qj+1 )

(i, j), (i, j + 1) ∈ Scontact .

(4.6)

Furthermore, contact points that are not presently in contact should have some degree of clearance
with the environment:
ϕi (qj ) ≥ ϵi,j

(i, j) ∈
/ Scontact ,

(4.7)

where ϵi,j ≥ 0 can be specified to set the desired clearance margin based on the behavior.
While the trajectories that emerge from the initial kinematic retargeting step tend to be fairly smooth,
because the reference data tends to be smooth, adding these additional contact constraints tends to
result in motions with quick accelerations on the boundaries as contact constraints become active or
inactive. In order to encourage smoothness in the resulting trajectories we introduce velocity variables
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that integrate forward the positions and add a cost on the smoothness of these velocities.
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The full kinematic trajectory optimization problem is
minimize

fref (q) + facc (v)

subject to

ϕi (qj ) = 0

(i, j) ∈ Scontact , (i, j + 1) ∈
/ Scontact

pi (qj ) = pi (qj+1 )

(i, j), (i, j + 1) ∈ Scontact

ϕi (qj ) ≥ ϵi,j

(i, j) ∈
/ Scontact

{qj },{vj }

gint (q, v) = 0.

4.3.4 Modified Inverse Dynamics
Before attempting to solve the final trajectory optimization with the full robot dynamics, we first attempt to compute a good initial guess for the trajectory of joint torques, τ , and contact forces, f ,
required to perform the behavior. To do this we solve a modified inverse dynamics problem for successive pairs of configurations and velocities, (qj , vj ) (qj+1 , vj+1 ). Typically we would ensure this by
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enforcing a constraints on the dynamics:
(
H

vj+1 − vj
∆t

)
+ C + G = Bτ + J T f

(4.12)

τ ∈ [τmin , τmax ]

(4.13)

f ∈K

(4.14)

but since the original system is underactuated this constraint is not always satisfiable. We would like
to obtain a useful initialization for the force and torque variables, regardless of if the state transition
is physically feasible. To do this ignore the robot’s torque limits and add variables to the optimization
to represent an external wrench that is applied to the base of the robot, fbase . Since the base of the
robot has the only unactuated degrees of freedom, this additional base wrench allows us to construct
a modified dynamics constraint for a system that is fully actuated:
(
H

vj+1 − vj
∆t

)
T
fbase .
+ C + G = Bτ + J T f + Jbase

(4.15)

Since this modified system is fully actuated, we can guarantee that we can always find at least one
value for the joint torques and base wrench {τ, fbase } that satisfies this constraint. Furthermore, if the
original constraint (4.12) is satisfiable we should be able to construct an inverse dynamics problem that
drives the base wrench to zero exactly using an appropriate l1 -norm cost. By replacing the Coulomb
friction cone K with a polyhedral approximation to the frition cone, Kpoly , we can solve the inverse
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dynamics problem as a QP:
minimize
τ,f,fbase

subject to

T
wbase
s + wf ||f ||2 + wτ ||τ ||2
)
(
vj+1 − vj
T
H
+ C + G = Bτ + J T f + Jbase
fbase
∆t

(4.16)
(4.17)

− s ≤ fbase ≤ s

(4.18)

s≥0

(4.19)

f ∈ Kpoly .

(4.20)

The slack variable s is introduced to put an l1 -norm cost on the base wrench, see Appendix A. If
the original dynamics are feasible, we can chose wbase to be large enough to drive the non-physical
base wrench to zero exactly. Otherwise there will be some residual wrench on the base that represents
the force required to produce any nonphysical motion in the kinematic trajectory. The costs on the
contact force f and the joint torques τ act to regularize these values since there may, in general, be a
non-empty nullspace in the constraint (4.15).

4.3.5 Dynamic Trajectory Optimization
Once we have a consistent kinematic trajectory that satisfies the contact constraints, and we have an
initialization for the joint torques and contact forces, we can solve the full dynamic trajectory optimization problem. We use the original kinematic re-targeting costs in addition to an explicit smoothing cost on the joint torques,

fτ̇ (τ ) =

N −1
wτ̇ ∑
||τi+1 − τi ||2 ,
N −1
i
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(4.21)

to project the original motion capture data onto the robot body. We take care to use the original
kinematic costs in this final optimization, rather than a cost against the kinematic trajectory, to prevent
information from being lost throughout the pipeline.
We ensure that the trajectory is physically feasible by adding the intregration constraints, (4.9, 4.11,
4.10) and dynamics constraints (4.12) between each knot, as well as the joint position (4.3), and torque
(4.13) constraints, and the polyhedral friction cone. In our experiments, however, we found that is
was difficult to satisfy the contact constraints as they are posed in Equations (4.5) and (4.6), because
this can introduce a number of redundant constraints that give the NLP solver numerical troubles.
Instead, we don’t allow the contact points to deviate from the kinematic trajectory and we introduce
constraints on the end-effectors that are in contact. Depending on the number of active contact points
on the end-effector we use different contact constraints:
p1 (q) = pkin
if Npts ≥ 1 point p1 must coincide
1
kin
(p1 (q) − p2 (q)) × t1 ) · (pkin
1 − p2 ) = 0

if Npts = 2 the axes of contact be parallel

(4.22)
(4.23)

kin
(p1 (q) − p2 (q)) × t2 ) · (pkin
1 − p2 ) = 0

log(q̊(q)−1 ⊗ q̊ kin ) = 0

if Npts ≥ 3 the orientations must be equal. (4.24)

kin
For the contact axis constraint (4.23), the vector pkin
1 − p2 is the axis between the two contact points

p1 and p2 , and the vectors t1 and t2 can be any two distinct unit vectors that span the subspace perpendicular to the axis of contact. These are the constraints of minimum dimension that fix the contact
points in space. In the case where a single point is in contact with the world, the contact constraint is
3 dimensional. When two points are in contact the constraint is 5-dimensional, allowing for rotation
about the axis of contact. And when three or more contacts are active, all 6 degrees of freedom of the
link are constrained.
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The full trajectory optimization problem is:
minimize
q,v,τ,f,∆t

subject to

fref (q) + fτ̇ (τ )
(
)
vj+1 − vj
H
+ C + G = Bτ + J T f
∆t

(4.25)

τ ∈ [τmin , τmax ]

(4.27)

q ∈ [qmin , qmax ]

(4.28)

f ∈ Kpoly

(4.29)

(4.26)

∆t ∈ [∆tmin , ∆tmax ].

(4.22), (4.23), (4.24)

(4.30)

If this trajectory optimization problem solves to the appropriate tolerance, the result should be a
physically feasible trajectory that can realized on the robot. In our experiments we use an existing
controller for the Atlas robot to realize these behaviors in hardware.

4.4

Results

We tested this approach on a variety of behaviors to demonstrate that this pipeline works on both
highly dynamic behaviors, such as a 180 jump, as well as less dynamic behaviors, like character emotes,
whose purpose is simply to convey emotion.
Figure 4.2 illustrates each step in the optimization pipeline for the 180 jump. During the initial
frame-by-frame kinematic projection the kinematics of the human actor are projected onto the robot
skeleton, but several details of the motion are obviously inconsistent: the feet drift relative to the
ground in the stance phase and the robot is slightly pitched forward causing the center-of-mass of the
robot to leave the support polygon before takeoff. During the kinematic trajectory optimization, we
constrain the initial and final pose of the robot to match a nominal stance posture to allow smooth
transitions into and out of the behavior. This full kinematic optimization correct other small kine-
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matic details, for example constraining the feet to be stationary relative to the ground during the stance
phases. Finally, the dynamic trajectory optimization modifies the trajectory to be physically realizable
on the robot. This manifests itself in several ways. The optimization lowers the center-of-mass before
takeoff and after landing in order to meet the torque constraints of the robot’s knees. The modifications to the center-of-mass height trajectory between the initial kinematic projection and final
dynamic optimization are illustrated in Figure 4.3. Additionally the optimization extends the flight
phase and winds up the arms to achieve the correct amount of angular momentum to complete the
turn and to allow the feet to land with little lateral velocity relative to the ground.
In addition to the 180 jump, we demonstrate that we can maintain the expressiveness of less dynamic motion capture trajectories. Figure 4.4 illustrates the reference and optimized behaviors for two
emotes. As compared to the 180 jump these motions are more dynamically conservative and therefore less affected by the final dynamic optimization. As a result they track the original motion capture
reference very closely.

4.5

Discussion

This optimization pipeline provides a method for taking motion capture or animation data and producing a physically feasible trajectory that can be tracked directly on the robot. It is not difficult,
however, to come up with reference demonstrations that could not be tracked by the robot because
of kinematic or dynamic constraints. One limitation of this work is the inability to check a priori if a
reference motion will produce a useful trajectory.

4.5.1 Optimization Convergence
One of the more challenging aspects of designing this pipeline was identifying the reason that optimizations would sometimes fail to converge. There seem to be three main reasons that optimization
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problems in this pipeline may fail to converge to reasonable values:
1. The cost structure is poorly designed and the true optimum may look very different than what
we expect from the reference behavior.
2. The problem is over-constrained. Either there is no feasible solution, or there are redundant
nonlinear constraints that cause a QP subproblem to fail.
3. The behavior is actually infeasible. There is no trajectory of joint torques that can produce a
behavior similar to the reference.
Unfortunately the symptoms of each of these common failure modes are all similar. The optimizer
begins to explore parts of solution space that are far from the initial guess and look very different from
the reference behavior. Often times the solution space that the optimizer begins to explore is obviously
far from the set of physically feasible trajectories and simply inspecting the trajectory of the solver
iterates in solution space does not provide any valuable insight into the failure mode.

Redundant Nonlinear Constraints
When two or more nonlinear constraints are constraining the same degree of freedom in a nonlinear optimization problem, the solver may not be able to identify and resolve this redundancy. One
prominent example in this work was the contact position constraints in Equation (4.6). Each body
has only 6 degrees of freedom, but to completely specify the orientation of a link we must specify 3
contact points. These 3 contact point constraints each have 3 scalar components. This means that we
have a 9-dimensional constraint that is responsible for constraining only 6 true degrees-of-freedom in
the problem. The same can happen when there are kinematic loops between the end-effectors and the
ground, or when we constrain the base pose as well as the end-effector pose.
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There are several approaches to dealing with these redundancies. One is to artificially introduce
additional degrees of freedom into the problem via slack variables, see Appendix A. Another is to
systematically identify and eliminate redundant constraints.
The contact constraints were one situation where we used this second approach. We allow the
contact positions to be fully specified by the kinematic trajectory optimization. Then we fix these
contact locations and we can compute the appropriate minimal constraint depending on the number
of degrees of freedom in the contact mode. If there is a single contact point in contact with the environment, we use the original 3-dimensional point constraint, if there are two active contact points
on the same body, we use a 5-dimensional constraint that allow pivoting about the contact line, and
if there are three or more contact points then we use a 6-dimensional constraint that fixes the pose of
the body in the world.

Detecting Infeasible Behaviors
There are a number of behaviors that a human can perform that cannot be tracked on the robot without significant modifications to the controller. For example, people can effectively control their joints
at the end of their range of motion as well as near kinematic singularities. Both of these scenarios
cause problems for the current robot control stack. As a result of these limitations it would be useful
to detect when a behavior may be infeasible for the robot.
In general it is difficult to quantify the region of attraction for a pipeline of high dimensional optimization problem like this, but there are some heuristics that we can use to determine if a failed
optimization is due to the limitations of the robot dynamics.
A useful approach for determining whether or not a behavior will fail to optimize in the dynamic
trajectory optimization, is to inspect the residual base wrench and the joint torques computed during
the previous inverse dynamics problem. If the base wrench is very large, or if the joint torques are far
outside the torque limits, then the next step is unlikely to succeed.
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It is easy in this pipeline to enable and disable the torque limits and the position limits in the final
trajectory optimization problem. It is also easy to replace the dynamics constraint with the relaxed
dynamics constraint from the modified inverse dynamics constraint. Toggling these features is an
easy way to debug if the limits of the optimization come from the strength or range of motion of the
robot, or if there are other issues with the optimization problems at play.

4.5.2 Dynamic Limitations
To some extent when designing trajectories to be tracked on the robot we are limited not only by the
physical constraints of the robot, but by the constraints imposed by the controller. This has played a
large role in the design of the optimization problems. For example, we don’t consider sliding or rolling
contact because our underlying controller has no mechanism for dealing with these scenarios. Similarly, we avoid kinematic singularities and ignore the forces that could be applied by the joint end-stops
or self collisions because the controller deals poorly with these scenarios. In principle, a sufficient controller would be able to handle these dynamic interactions and expand the set of feasible behaviors. We
could modify our optimiziation pipeline to generate dynamic behaviors with rich contact interactions
while avoiding having to specify an a priori contact sequence by using contact-implicit techniques as
suggested by Posa et al. 72 or Manchester et al. 60 .
We have also ignored the issue of self collisions in this work. In practice this can usually be addressed by artificially shrinking the joint limits, qmin and qmax , at the expense of the expressiveness of
the behavior. A better alternative would be to write down the actual self-collision constraints, using
simplified geometries or a convex decomposition of the true geometry, with a positive collision margin
or a semi-infinite programming technique as suggested by Hauser 35 .
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4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a method for using human motion capture data to design and optimize trajectories for humanoid robots. This method allows rapid development of new behaviors that
are both dynamically feasible and stylistically similar to the original reference behavior. We demonstrated the feasibility of a number of these behaviors on the Boston Dynamics Atlas robot.
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Figure 4.2: The 180 jump throughout each stage of the optimization pipeline.
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Figure 4.3: The center of mass trajectory for the initial kinematic re-projection and after the final dynamic optimization.

The dynamic optimization significantly changed the center-of-mass trajectory of the jump, crouching lower and jumping
higher in order to complete the 180 jump within the torque limits of the robot.
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Figure 4.4: Two addition emotes that were optimized by the trajectory optimization pipeline. These expressive motions

demonstrate that when the dynamics are conservative the pipeline is able match the motion capture reference very well.
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5
Conclusion

The work described in this thesis is in pursuit of enabling dynamic robot behaviors; pushing the limits
of common models in state estimation and planning. We take a variety of approaches, using detailed
models of contact interactions as well as fusing kinematic information with dynamics in order to increase robustness to modeling error.
We develop a general framework for state estimation through rigid-body contact. This enables state
estimation that is aware of rich contact interactions such as collisions and sliding friction. These are
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regimes that will be critical for future work in dexterous manipulation, dynamic locomotion, and slip
recovery. This continues to be a promising research area. Extending the work here to keep a measure
of uncertainty over the contact state, would add significant robustness to the filter and may prevent
filter divergence by enabling multi-modal contact distributions.
We also develop a framework for floating base and centroidal estimation that builds on Bloesch et
al. 12 by jointly estimating the centroidal state with the floating base state. During dynamic behaviors,
the centroidal dynamics proves to be a useful prior to help regulate errors in the kinematic model of
the robot. This framework allows for multiple IMU sensors and significantly outperforms similar estimation techniques that estimate the floating base state and the centroidal state in sequence. Good
estimates of the centroidal state is critical for control of legged robots, because the center of mass and
momentum control are at the core of many walking and balancing controllers. Dynamic behaviors
are often punctuated by short events with large measurement noise, e.g. landing a large jump or fast
transitions between large and small forces at takeoff. There is significant promise for using an estimation framework, like the one described here, with the Moving Horizon Estimator (MHE) in which
estimates are recovered by optimizing over a longer time horizon. This time horizon would allow the
estimator to reject or correct the type of large measurement errors that occur over small timescales that
we see with dynamic behaviors.
In addition to state estimation, we develop a method for generating behaviors for a humanoid robot
from motion capture data. Despite the kinematic and dynamic differences between the two skeletons,
this method is able to project motions from a human actor onto the kinematics and dynamics of a humanoid robot. We use a series of layered trajectory optimizations in order to produce behaviors that
are dynamically consistent as well as stylistically similar to the reference motion. The series of optimizations that we propose allows significant robustness in the convergence of the final optimization
and guides the solution away from undesirable local minima. The trajectories optimized with this
technique are passed directly to a model-predictive controller and executed on the Boston Dynamics
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Atlas robot. As the technology around MPC continues to progress it would not be unreasonable to
expect to see real-time transcription of similar motion capture data onto the robot skeleton, by solving
similar optimization problems online. There is a lot of inspiration to be taken from the graphics and
video game animation literature when making progress in this area.
As the field of robotics continues to make progress towards pushing the boundaries of planning,
estimation, and control, we will begin to see incredible demonstrations of robots performing closer
and closer to their physical limits. Ever more capable robots will begin to help humanity solve some
of it’s largest problems. I have no doubt that robotics will play a crucial role in providing efficient
transportation, renewable energy, managing the climate crisis, optimizing and automating agriculture, developing new medical therapies, extending human longevity, and accelerating safe and efficient space exploration. As the fundamentals of robotics continue to mature into sophisticated and
reliable technologies, robots will begin to allow us to solve problems in ways that we cannot conceive
of today.
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A
Optimization Details

There are a number of optimization tricks that exist in the literature that we have employed in this
thesis. These “tricks” allow us to transcribe some problems into other, equivalent, problems that may
have more desirable qualities for a general NLP solver.
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A.1 Minimizing the l1 Norm Using Slack Variables
It is common to want to minimize the l1 -norm of a function ||f (x)||11 . One of the popular properties
of minimizing the l1 norm of a function f (x), is that this optimization can have the effect of encouraging sparsity in the function outputs. The l1 -norm is convex, but non-differentiable. While there
are subgradient optimization techniques that can deal with continuous but non-smooth functions,
non-differentiability can be a problem for most general optimization routines. We can, however, transcribe this problem from a non-differentiable unconstrained optimization into a smooth constrained
optimization by introducing slack variables s and the appropriate inequality constraints:
minimize

1T s

(A.1)

subject to

− s ≤ f (x) ≤ s

(A.2)

s ≥ 0.

(A.3)

x,s

This new problem has the same optimal value as the original. Furthermore, if f (x) is linear then the
resulting problem is a linear program (LP), which can be solved efficiently.

A.2 Feasibility Problems and Relaxing Constraints
It is often useful to know if a particular constraint, or set of constraints, has a solution. For example
we may want to know if a differentiable constraint f (x) ≤ 0 has a solution by posing the problem
find
subject to
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x

(A.4)

f (x) ≤ 0.

(A.5)

This can readily be transcribed into an optimization problem, by adding slack variables, s, and appropriate constraints:
minimize

1T s

(A.6)

subject to

f (x) ≤ s

(A.7)

s ≥ 0.

(A.8)

x,s

If the optimal value of the slack variables, s, is the zero vector, then the constraint f (x) is satisfied by
the optimal value of x. Otherwise, there is no value of x that satisfies the constraint.
This idea of adding slack variables to relax a constraint, and putting a linear cost on the slack variables can be a powerful tool for working with optimization problems that may be infeasible. For
example a problem of the form
minimize

f (x)

subject to

g(x) ≤ 0

x

(A.9)

can always be made feasible by adding slack variables:
minimize

wsT s + f (x)

subject to

g(x) ≤ s

x,s

(A.10)

s ≥ 0.
If the weights ws are sufficiently large and the constraint g(x) is satisfiable, then the value of x that
solves the relaxed problem (A.10), will also optimize the original problem (A.9). Otherwise, if the
constraint is not satisfiable, the optimal value of s will correspond to some metric of infeasibility of
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the constraint. The exact interpretation of the optimal value of s will depend on the slack weights ws
and the original cost function f (x).
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B
Various Parameters

B.1 Contact Constrained Kalman Filter
The covariance parameters used for the Contact Constrained Kalman Filter in Chapter 2.

B.2 Joint Base and Centroidal Estimation
The filter parameters used in the experiments presented in Chapter 3.
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Parameter
P0 -position (m2 )
P0 -orientation
( )

( )2
2
P0 -velocity ms2 , rad
s
2
Q-position (m )
Q-orientation
( ) (
)
Q-velocity ms2 ,
R-position (m2 )
R-orientation (

rad2
s2

2

R-angular rate

R-acceleration

(

rad2
s2

)

)
2

m
s4

R-joint data (rad2 ),

(

rad
s

)
2

Falling
1 × 10−2
1 × 10−2

Pushing
1 × 10−5
1 × 10−3

Bipedal Walking Bipedal Slipping
1 × 10−3
1 × 10−3
1 × 10−3
1 × 10−3

1 × 10−2
1 × 10−3
1 × 10−3

1 × 10−2
1 × 10−6
1 × 10−4

1 × 10−3
1 × 10−3
1 × 10−3

1 × 10−3
1 × 10−3
1 × 10−3

1 × 10−3
1 × 10−3
1 × 10−3

1 × 10−4
1 × 10−5
1 × 10−3

1 × 10−3
1 × 10−2
1 × 10−2

1 × 10−3
N/A
1 × 10−2

1 × 10−3

N/A

1 × 10−6

1 × 10−6

1 × 10−3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1 × 10−6

1 × 10−6

Table B.1: Filter covariance parameters used in the experiments presented in Chapter 2.

B.3 Trajectory Optimization from Motion Capture
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Name
Symbol
Value
p
Base Position Covariance
Q
1
θ
Base Orientation Covariance
Q
1
Base Linear Velocity Covariance
Qv
1 × 104
Base Angular Velocity Covariance
Qω
1 × 104
IMU Position Covariance
Qp
1 × 10−2
θ
IMU Orientation Covariance
Q
1 × 10−4
IMU Linear Velocity Covariance
Qv
1 × 10−4
ω
IMU Angular Velocity Covariance
Q
10
IMU Gyro Bias
Qv
1 × 10−6
IMU Accelerometer Bias
Qω
1 × 10−6
c
Contact Pos Covariance
Q
1 × 10−3
Center of Mass Covariance
Qx
1 × 10−2
Center of Mass Velocity Covariance
Qẋ
1 × 10−3
L
Angular Momentum Covariance
Q
1
a
Accelerometer Covariance
R
1
Gyro Covariance
Rω
1 × 10−2
Contact Force Covariance
Rf
1 × 104
τ
Contact Torque Covariance (x,y)
Rx,y
1 × 10−4
τ
Contact Torque Covariance (z)
Rz
1 × 103
Center of Pressure Covariance
Rcop
1 × 10−3
p
Base-IMU Position Innovation Covariance
R
1 × 10−6
Base-IMU Orientation Innovation Covariance
Rθ
1 × 10−4
Base-IMU Linear Velocity Innovation Covariance
Rv
1 × 10−2
ω
Base-IMU Angular Velocity Innovation Covariance
R
1 × 10−2
Contact Pos Innovation Covariance
Rc
1 × 10−5
ċ
Contact Vel Innovation Covariance (touchdown)
Rinit
1
ċ
Contact Vel Innovation Covariance (steady-state)
Rfinal
3 × 10−3
Base-Center of Mass Innovation Covariance
Rx
1 × 10−6
ẋ
Base-Linear Momentum Innovation Covariance
R
1 × 102
Base-Angular Momentum Innovation Covariance
RL
10
Table B.2: Filter covariance parameters used in the experiments presented in Chapter 2.
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Target 1
Right Shoulder
Right Elbow
Right Wrist
Right Top of Hand
Left Shoulder
Left Elbow
Left Wrist
Left Top of Hand
Right Elbow (outer)
Left Elbow (outer)
Right Ankle
Left Ankle

Target 2
Pelvis Origin
Right Shoulder
Right Elbow
Right Wrist
Pelvis Origin
Left Shoulder
Left Elbow
Left Wrist
Right Elbow (inner)
Left Elbow (inner)
World Origin
World Origin

Frame Weight
Pelvis
1.0
Torso
1.0
Torso
1.0
Torso
1.0
Pelvis
1.0
Torso
1.0
Torso
1.0
Torso
1.0
Torso
1.0
Torso
1.0
World
1.0
World
1.0

Table B.3: The list of point correspondences used for the retargeting costs.

Target Link
Right Upper Leg
Right Lower Leg
Right Foot
Left Upper Leg
Left Lower Leg
Left Foot
T8 Vertebra (torso)

Reference Link
Right Upper Leg
Right Lower Leg
Right Foot
Left Upper Leg
Left Lower Leg
Left Foot
Torso

Weight
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.0

Table B.4: The list of link orientation correspondences used for the retargeting costs.
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